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Summary

This project aimed at combining text editing and programming by introducing
tags which would allow Emacs Lisp embedding into TEX documents, i.e. forming
TXLisp documents. The TXLisp approach has been very much insprired by
PHP and Java Server Pages. Similarily to PHP and JSP TXLisp uses tags
to separate segments with program code from a base document, i.e. TXLisp
documents are TEX documents with Emacs Lisp expression which are separated
from the base document by TXLisp tags. TXLisp documents has to be compiled
in order to convert them to TEX documents, from which a TEX compiler then
produces a document in DVI format.

As a result from this project emerged TXLisp mode which moulds Emacs
to suit editing of TXLisp files, and TXLisp compiler, which runs under Emacs
and converts TXLisp documents to TEX documents. Remarkably, the course
of compilation is fully determined by TXLisp tags. This means that a TXLisp
compiler could work with any kinds of files, not only TEX documents. However,
the fact concerning generality of the compiler did not become evident until very
close to the project deadline so the matter could not be further investigated.
That is why this document binds TXLisp strictly together with TEX.

Undoubtedly, TXLisp extends functionality of TEX. Emacs Lisp allows sub-
process creation which enables interaction with an operating system and other
programs. At the simplest this feature could be database accessing combined
with user interaction which would be very powerful for creating high quality re-
ports. At the most complicated it could be a source of new projects to develope
software, which enables totally new ways of interaction.

In short TXLisp possibly best mimics PHP and JSP in a way that it opens
a lot of new possibilities but it is up to a user to exploit them.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This work will describe an attempt to combine text-editing and programming
by combining functionalities of TEX and Emacs Lisp1 under Emacs text editor.
The idea is to introduce a set of tags to be used in a TEX file, which would allow
ELisp embedding into TEX files and to introduce a new major mode, TXLisp,
in Emacs to provide a user with facilities to edit and compile TXLisp files.

Through out this document is used a convention that examples are shown
as figures, i.e. they are separated from the text and included in the list of
figures. This is to provide a reader with a quick access to any of the examples.
Furthermore, the layout of the examples is such that a possible program code
is on the left hand side and a possible output on the right hand side printed in
boldface.

This chapter will shortly introduce the main components of this project, i.e.
TEX, Emacs and Emacs Lisp. The chapter will also briefly introduce the basic
concept used by TXLisp and also the initial requirements of the Software. The
purpose is that the introduction of these pieces of software would indicate what a
powerful combination they form together and try to uncover some of potential of
TXLisp. Also the introduction should clarify the point that Emacs was chosen to
provide the basis for this project, because of the features it provides by default
and especially because of its extendability, and TEX was chosen, because the
high quality of documents TEXproduces.

The second chapter is were this work really begins, because the third chapter
introduces TXLisp Mode which is the corner stone of this new software. The
chapter goes through in very much details, how TXLisp mode is implemented to
mould Emacs to provide a suitable environment for creating and editing TXLisp
files.

The third chapter concentrates on what hapens, when a user wants to bring
a TXLisp file into TEX format. The chapter will first take a look into contents
of a TXLisp file and then describe in detail how the software manipulates the
file contents.

The fourth chapter introduces TXLisp Overlay mode. When TXLisp mode
provides the user with all the key editing features, TXLisp Overlay mode tries to
introduce some extra editing features. Once again the chapter will go through
in detail all the aspects of implementation of the mode.

1Commonly abbreviated to ELisp
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The fifth chapter takes a different point of view from the previous chapters.
When the previous chapters have described the software from developer’s point
of view, this chapter will describe the software from a user’s point of view. So,
the concentration shifts from how the software works to how to use the software.
The chapter will have examples of all the main aspect of the software.

After the fifth chapter is the bibliography listing all the works consulted
to gather the knowledge to develope TXLisp. Following the bibliography are
appedices which contain the keymap of special commands available in TXLisp
and the program code for both TXLisp and TXLisp Overlay mode.

1.1 TEX

TEX is a typesetting language developed by Donald E. Knuth [9]. Knuth began
his work in the late 1970s, because he was not satisfied with quality of type-
setting software available then. As a computer scientist he believed that he
should be able to do something about this matter. He began his work which he
believed he would finish off in six months. As it turned out it took him a decade
to bring the software up to a level he was satisfied with. As a result of his work
emerged TEX and ’Metafont’ which is a program for creating new fonts to be
used in TEX. Today TEX is considered to be the only software tool available
which produces high-quality, publication-worthy documents and is still usable
by the writer of the document.

However, with high quality and freedom to typeset a document down the
tinyest detail comes complexity. TEX does not support WYSIWYG but a user
uses commands to tell a TEX compiler, what a document should look like and
then a TEX compiler will typeset the document according to commands given by
a user. This way working with TEX is closer to programming than “Microsoft
World” text processing. From an input a TEX compiler produces a .dvi1 output
file which then must be translated to a particular output device, e.g. a printer
or a DVI-viewer.

\TeX\ will write {\bf this in bold} TEX will write this in bold

Example 1.1: TEX code

This may sound complicated but then again Knuth designed the software to
be used by mathematicians and other scientists who would be willing to put in
the extra work in order to obtain excellent results. Remarkably enough, people
have not only been happy to use Knuth’s software but have developed a wide
range of macro packages to extend TEX’s functionality and to simplify its use,
e.g. LATEX provides macros to obtain certain standard layouts for books, reports,
articles and letters and TeX4ht is a highly configurable system for converting
TEX based documents to HTML.

1DVI - Device Independent
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Figure 1.2: Emacs text editor

1.2 Emacs

Emacs is a text editor first written by Richard M. Stallman in 1975 and further
developed by GNU2 Project founded by Stallman [8]. Purpose of GNU project
is to develope free software, i.e. software that can be freely distributed and
modified. GNU project began with development of a new Unix like operating
system, which did not only mean writing a kernel to enable running programs
but also command processors, assemblers, compilers, intepreters, debuggers,
text editors, mailers and other software. Not interested in using editors suchs
as ’vi’ or ’ed’ Stallman decided to write GNU version of emacs.

GNU Emacs user manual describes Emacs as “advanced, self-documenting,
customizable, extensible real-time display editor”. The authors of Emacs regard
the software “display” editor, because the text being edited is visible on the
screen and is updated automatically as a user types commands [6]. They call
Emacs “real-time” editor, because Emacs updates the display very frequently,
normally after each character typed in. Since Emacs provides facilities which
are more complex than just insertion and deletion, i.e. facilities to control
subprocesses, to automatically indent programs, to view two or more files at
once, to edit formatted text and to deal in terms of characters, words, lines,
sentences, paragraphs, and pages as well as expressions and comments in several
different programming languages, the Emacs authors say that the software is
“advanced”. “Self-documenting” comes from the fact that a user can always
press a special character3 to find out what options are currently available and
also information about all the commands available. The authors of Emacs see
the software as “Customizable”, because a user can redefine keymaps, syntax
tables and many other features to fine tune Emacs functionality. Emacs earns to
be called “extensible”, according to its authors, because a user is not restricted
to minor customizations but a user can also write completely new commands
and programs in Emacs Lisp, which will then be run by Emacs’s own Lisp
interpreter.

1.3 Emacs Lisp

Emacs Lisp or ELisp is a dialect of LISP4, first written by John McCarthy in
1959 at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Initially, LISP was designed
for artificial intelligence application purposes. In the 1960s at MIT’s Project
MAC was developed Maclisp, which has greatly inspired ELisp. Nevertheless,
ELisp is a programming language of its own right and specifically designed for
use in a text editor. This fact can be seen in the amount of commands dedicated
to scanning, parsing and handling files, buffers, displays and subprocesses. In
addition, to these special features ELisp has all the corresponding features one
could expect to have in any conventional programming language, like variables,
loops and sequencing structures.

2a recursive acronym for ‘GNU’s not Unix’ and it is pronounced ’guh-NEW’
3Control-h
4LISt Processing language
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(+ 2 (- 5 3)) 4
(car ’(a b c)) a
(cdr ’(a b c)) (b c)

Example 1.3: Emacs Lisp code

Most of Emacs is actually written in ELisp which makes writing of Emacs
extensions very user friendly. However, there are couple of peculiarities which
make ELisp code look strange to someone accustomed to program in languages
like pascal, java or c++. The first thing is that ELisp expressions are written
in a list format and these lists use prefix notation, i.e. the first element is an
operator or a function name which is followed by arguments. The second thing
is that every ELisp expression can be evaluated and every expression returns a
value. The third thing is that it is common that an evaluation has side effects,
e.g. (setq greeting ”Hello World”) returns the string Hello World as a result
from evaluation but as a side effect from the evaluation the ELisp interpreter
assings the string Hello World to the variable greeting. After a user becomes
familiar with these concepts programming in ELisp is like programming in any
conventional programmin language. However, Emacs is then not anymore just
an editor but it becomes a whole editor development kit almost only a user’s
own imagination and persistency setting the limits of development.

1.4 Software Outline

The concept used in this project is not new but is actually already used at least in
PHP and JSP5. Both of these languages introduce new tags to be used together
with HTML to extend basic functionality of HTML. Both of these languages
use a HTML file as a base, i.e. a user writes a HTML page as normal, but when
a user needs a special feature not available in plain HTML the user insert a
tag and begins a segment which contains code other than HTML. After adding
the code to implement the special feature the user adds another tag to close the
segment and continues to write normal HTML again. In a case of PHP and JSP
the special features normally involves dynamic page content. When a user then
opens such a page a server first compiles the page to insert dynamic contents to
a HTML page and only after compilation the server sends a plain HTML page
to a user.

In similar way TXLisp introduces a set of tags to allow a user to define
an ELisp segment into a TEX file. A user does this by inserting a begin tag
to denote the beginning of an ELisp segment. Then the user inserts ELisp
expressions after the begin tag, and an end tag after the last ELisp expression.
This will effectively define an ELisp segment in a file. Furthermore, TXLisp
also mimics PHP and JSP in a way that there are different kinds of tags which
each introduce slightly different kind of behaviour.

Using ELisp provides a TEX user with a number of new features. One of the
most interesting ones is that a document is able to investigate its surroundings
and determine, if all the packages required to compile the document are avail-
able. In a case a packages is missing the document can automatically download
and install the package. In similar fashion a document can ensure that all of

5Java Server Pages
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its components are available in a case that a document has been divided over
a number of files. In general remote file accessing opens a lot of interesting
possibilities.

Another very interesting feature is database accessing combined with user
interaction. A document will be able to query a database according to user
options and attach the query results to the document. This kind of beaviour
would allow creating certificates or reports easily in TEX format. Additionally,
to these two examples a user would have access to all the features of Emacs
Lisp, Emacs and also operating system running the software through Emacs’s
interfaces. In short all these features really should provide a user with almost
endless range of options for modifying contents of a TEX document.

Remarkably, despite the fact that this project introduces TXLisp strictly
together with TEX, the compiler could already operate with different file formats
as well. This emerges from the fact that TXLisp tags fully determine the be-
haviour of the compiler, i.e. it is irrelevant from the compiler’s point of view
what is outside of the tags. What this means, is that it might be possible to
develop TXLisp to a general system which allows embedding of ELisp to any
file regardless of type of the file. However, this fact did not become evident
until at rather late stage of the project so it could not be explored any further.
Nevertheless, it is a fact that will hopefully encourage further development.

1.4.1 Software Requirements

The requirements of this software were divided into three categories: critical, de-
sirable, luxurious. Critical requirements were the ones which had to get done in
any case. Desirable requirements were kind of requirements which would be nice
to have there but were not crucial for functionality of the software. Luxurious
requirements were really only extras, which were not important in anyway but
would make a good impact, if they could be implemented. In the scope of this
project critical requirements involved the functionality of a compiler, desirable
requirements described editing facilities and luxurious requirements handled vi-
sual features of the editing facility. The following lists all the requirements.

Critical requirements:

• Loading input from a file

• Saving output to a file

• Converting an input file with ELisp and TEX segments to a normal TEX
file

Desirable requirements:

• Hotkey-access to following features:

– Inserting any of the tags

– Starting conversion

– Running a TEX compiler on an output

– Opening in a viewer the TEX file which results from conversion

– Move point to a next/previous TEX/Lisp segment

17



– Toggle between Emacs normal keymaps for editing Lisp or TEX files

• In a case of an error a user should be provided with an error message

Luxurious requirements:

• Display can be changed to show only either TEX or ELisp segments or
both

• Syntax highlighting for all the keywords and comments

• In a case processing an input file takes a long time a user should be
demonstrated the progress of processing

Categorising the requirements gave a natural path for progressing through-
out the project. Since every category encapsulated self contained entities of its
own, the development process went in a cycle from requirements to designing
being followed by implementation and testing only to return to requirements.
In fact this cycle was carried out four times resulting in the following order with
main compilation function, editing features, syntax highlighting and display fea-
tures for hiding certain segments. All these features and their implementation
will be discussed in following sections. The actual program code can be found
in appendices.

The project left only two of these requirements unimplemented: syntax high-
lighting for all the comments and an indicator of compilation process progress-
ing. Even though Emacs allows a user to define two different kinds of comment
symbols, it proved to be too difficult within the time constraint to develope
a solution such that each comment symbol would be used only inside a corre-
sponding segment. Similarily, due to the time constraint it was not possible
even to sacrifice a thought to developing a compilation progress indicator.

18



Chapter 2

TXLisp Major Mode

In Emacs a user can mould editing environment by defining modes. The modes
are divided into major modes and minor modes. Emacs is always strictly in one
major mode and none or more minor modes. The practice is that each major
mode dedicates itself to edit a particular kind of data, e.g. c++, java, html,
TEX, assembler or perl, when minor modes add more multipurpose functionality,
e.g. auto-fill-mode breaks a line when right hand end of buffer is reached. Since
TXLisp files are a combination of ELisp data and TEX data and the data is
combined in a well-defined manner, this requires a definition of a new major
mode.

There are certain things every major mode in Emacs must do when turned
on: kill all local variables, set major-mode variable to current major mode, make
the status bar to show the major mode’s name, define its own keymap and define
a hook variable to store all the functions that will be called when Emacs enters
the mode. A major mode can also define a syntax table of its own.

Killing all the local variables and adjusting the status bar clears the environ-
ment to a major mode and also indicates a user that the change has been done.
Defining an own keymap gives a possibility to provide a user with a quick access
to commands1 which are relevant for current editing. Syntax table in Emacs
defines for every character, how Emacs should use a character syntactically.
Motion commands are the main users of syntax table, because these commands
normally need to have information about word, function, list, parenthesis, com-
ment and other structured block definitions but also syntax highlighting and
some parsing commands use syntax tables defined by different modes. However,
ELisp interpreter uses its own syntax table which a user cannot access.

Following sections will describe, what TXLisp mode does to bring a user
access to features of Emacs, which should make editing of TXLisp files easier.

2.1 Entering TXLisp Mode

Establishing of TXLisp mode begins when a user loads package txlisp.el or uses
any other means to evaluate the file, because this declares all the txlisp functions
and initialises all the txlisp variables. Additionally, when Emacs loads txlisp.el,

1Every key press in Emacs launches a command. A command is a special function which
has been defined so that it can be called by a user.
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TXLisp does one more subtle initialisation. TXLisp adds its own entry, i.e. a
regular expression denoting TXLisp file type extension together with a call to
txlisp-mode, to Emacs variable auto-mode-alist2, which essentially means, that
whenever a user opens a TXLisp file or creates a TXLisp buffer Emacs will
automatically enter TXLisp mode.

The variables directly relevant to TXLisp mode are txlisp-mode-hook, txlisp-
current-map, txlisp-mode-map, txlisp-lisp-map and txlisp-tex-map. The function
directly relevant to establishing TXLisp mode is txlisp-mode. Variable txlisp-
mode-hook stores all the names of functions, which will be called always when
a user turns on TXLisp mode. An auxiliary variable txlisp-current-map keeps
track of which keymap TXLisp mode currently uses. A current keymap used by
TXLisp is stored in txlisp-mode-map. Variable txlisp-lisp-map stores a slightly
modified version of a regular Lisp Interaction mode keymap and txlisp-tex-map
similarly contains a slightly modified version of a TEX mode keymap. The main
function of TXLisp mode is txlisp-mode and a call to txlisp-mode makes Emacs
to change a current buffer’s major mode to TXLisp mode.

The function txlisp-mode does not take any arguments and it begins mould-
ing emacs to suit TXLisp needs by killing all the local variables. Then the func-
tion sets major mode variable to a value txlisp-mode. The function also sets
mode name variable to TXLisp, which effectively causes TXLisp to be displayed
on Emacs status bar. Next the function sets local keymap to txlisp-mode-map,
which is a TXLisp keymap, and sets an auxiliary variable txlisp-current-map to
true, which tells the TXLisp mode that a current keymap is txlisp-tex-map.

After changing values of these variables the function creates its own syntax
table - txlisp-syntax-table - and changes hyphen to become a word constituent,
% to become a comment start-symbol and new line and form feed to become
comment end-symbols. Then the function creates a local variable font-lock-
keywords-alist and adds TXLisp keywords to this list by calling font-lock-add-
keywords with arguments txlisp-mode and txlisp-keywords. The function does
the changes to syntax table and adds txlisp-keywords to font-lock-keywords-
alist, because of syntax hihglighting which will be discussed later. Finally txlisp-
mode calls run-hooks with txlisp-mode-hook as an argument, which effectively
runs all the functions, whose name appear in txlisp-mode-hook3.

After run-hooks finishes Emacs is ready with initialiasing TXLisp mode and
the mode is ready for editing.

2.2 Editing a TXLisp File

TXLisp mode provides a user with a number of commands to make editing
TXLisp files easy as possible. This section will introduce these commands
and their behaviour. How they should be used, is discussed in chapter 5
User Instructions. The eleven functions are as follows: txlisp-print-conv-begin-
tag, txlisp-print-conv-end-tag, txlisp-print-eval-begin-tag, txlisp-print-eval-end-
tag, txlisp-print-eval-print-begin-tag, txlisp-print-eval-print-end-tag, txlisp-print-
eval-print-last-begin-tag, txlisp-print-eval-print-last-end-tag, txlisp-toggle-keymap,

2If a buffer’s name matches a regular expression in auto-mode-alist, Emacs enters a mode
specified in the entry containing the regular expression

3By default only turn-on-font-lock, which causes font lock mode to be turned on when ever
a buffer enters TXLisp mode
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Figure 2.1: Updating a TXLisp tag

txlisp-bindings and txlisp-update-tag. All the tag printing commands use Emacs
built-in function insert with a corresponding tag variable as an argument, e.g.
txlisp-print-conv-begin-tag calls insert with txlisp-conv-begin-tag, to insert a tag
at a current point in a buffer. Command txlisp-bindings does not take any ar-
guments and it actually also executes only a single command, describe-bindings,
with an argument \C-t, which opens a new buffer and shows all the key bindings
currently available under a prefix key Control-t.

The command txlisp-toggle-keymap takes no arguments and its behaviour
depends on a current value of txlisp-current-map. If txlisp-current-map is true
then txlisp-toggle-keymap sets txlisp-locap-map to txlisp-lisp-map, updates the
keymap by calling a function use-local-map with an argument txlisp-local-map,
sets indent-line-function variable to lisp-indent-line, which causes a TAB key
to indent lines according to ELisp function nesting depth, toggles the value of
txlisp-current-map to value nil and finally prints in the minibuffer a message
Lisp-Mode map. Otherwise, txlisp-toggle-keymap sets txlisp-local-map to txlisp-
tex-map, updates the keymap in a similar manner as above, sets indent-line-
function to indent-to-left-margin, which makes TAB key to work in a normal
manner, i.e. insert a number of whitespaces at point, toggles txlisp-current-
map’s value to true and finally displays a message Tex-Mode map.

Finally, txlisp-update-tag command allows a user to redefine any of the tags
and also updates a keyword entry in txlisp-keywords (see section 2.4). The
keyword entry has to be updated, because it would otherwise refer to an old
value of a tag, which would cause the new tag being left unhighlighted. When a
user runs command txlisp-update-tag, the command first prompts a user to enter
the name of a tag, whose value the user would like to change. The command
uses Emacs minibuffer to obtain the information from a user. The command
automatically inserts txlisp- into the minibuffer so a user needs only to fill the
actual name of a tag. A user can use TAB key to complete the name and in a
case of many names beginning with a same prefix the program opens a buffer
and shows all the possible names available with that prefix, i.e. if a user presses
TAB, when there is only the text txlisp- written in the minibuffer, the program
displays the names of all the tags (see Figure 2.0).

After receiving a valid tag name the command tests which tag name the user
input matches. Then the command promts user to enter a new value for the vari-
able. When the command has allocated the new value to the variable, the com-
mand calls txlisp-update-keywords with one of the following functions txlisp-conv-
keywords-entry, txlisp-eval-keywords-entry, txlisp-eval-print-keywords-entry or
txlisp-eval-print-last-keywords-entry (see section 2.4) as an argument, which ef-
fectively updates a keyword entry for a tag. After updating the keyword entry
the command turns Font Lock mode off and on to make the change to take
place. Next a message Value updated indicates a user that txlisp-update-tag
command has finished.
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2.3 Further Processing TXLisp Output

After creating a TXLisp file and compiling it a user can either further edit the
resulting TEX file or simply compile it and bring it to DVI format. For the pur-
pose of further editing a TXLisp output file, TXLisp provides a user with com-
mands txlisp-open-output-file-other-window, txlisp-latex-compile-output, txlisp-
tex-compile-output and txlisp-view-output-dvi.

Command txlisp-open-output-file-other-window takes no arguments and de-
fines one local variable txlisp-output-name which the function initialises by call-
ing txlisp-change-file-type-extension with an argument .tex, which initialises the
variable to the name of a current buffer with a file type extension changed to
.tex . First, the function tries to find a buffer of name txlisp-output-name. If
the program finds one, the program splits the editing window horinzontally, if
it is not already split, and opens the buffer in part of the editing window, which
is not currently active and makes the buffer active.

If the function cannot find a buffer of name txlisp-output-name, it tries to
find a file in a current directory with that name. If the function finds the file,
it opens the file into a buffer in the same manner as described above. In a case
the function cannot find either a buffer or a file matching txlisp-output-name
the function prints a message Error: compiled file not found in a minibuffer.

The auxiliary function txlisp-change-file-type-extension takes one argument:
txlisp-new-file-type-extension, which is a string containing a new file type ex-
tension. The function also defines two local variables txlisp-input-name and
txlisp-input-name-length. The function initialises txlisp-input-name to a value
of equal to the name of a current buffer and txlisp-input-name-length to a value
equal to number of characters in a string stored in txlisp-input-name. Then the
function takes a substring of txlisp-input-name the substring being from begin-
ning of the string till the length of the string being subtracted by the length
of a TXLisp file type extension4. Then the function appends the substring by
txlisp-new-file-type-extension and returns the string resulting from appending,
e.g. a current buffer being foo.txlisp and txlisp-new-file-type-extension having
value .tex would result with foo.tex.

The command txlisp-latex-compile-output and txlisp-tex-compile-output run
a LATEX and TEX compilers respectively on a TXLisp output file. Both of these
functions use an auxiliary function txlisp-compile-output function. The function
txlisp-compile-output takes one argument txlisp-user-option, which is supposed
to be a symbol either with value tex or latex, and defines one local variable:
txlisp-output-name. The function initialises txlisp-input-name by calling txlisp-
change-file-type-extension with an argument .tex, i.e. txlisp-output-name is the
original buffer name with its file type extension replaced by .tex . Then the
function tests, whether there exists a file with name txlisp-output-name. If
the file does not exist the program displays a message Error: compiled filed
not available. Otherwise, the program displays either a message Launching tex
compiler on <txlisp-output-name>... or Launching latex compiler on <txlisp-
output-name>...5 depending on value of txlisp-user-option. Then the program
starts a new process for TEX or LATEX depending on txlisp-user-option and calls
the compiler with arguments \nonstopmode\input txlisp-output-name. After the
compiler finishes the program displays text Processing ready.

4The dot excluded, e.g from foo.txlisp the substring would be foo
5<txlisp-output-name> being the name of a file being compiled
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The command txlisp-view-output-dvi opens a TXLisp and TEX compiled ver-
sion of a TXLisp file in a DVI viewer. txlisp-view-output-dvi does not take any
arguments. It defines one local variable: txlisp-dvi-file. The function initialises
txlisp-dvi-file by calling txlisp-change-file-type-extension with an argument .dvi,
i.e. the value of txlisp-dvi-file becomes the original buffer name with file type
extension changed to .dvi. If tex-dvi-view-command has not been initialised
the function displays a message Error: tex-dvi-view-command not defined and
halts. Otherwise, the program proceeds with another test, whether the DVI file
defined in txlisp-dvi-file exists. If it does not the program displays a message
Error: DVI file not available and halts. If the second test succeeds the program
calls a function shell-command6. What argument the program actually sends
to the shell-command function depends on value of tex-dvi-view-command.

A feature of tex-dvi-view-command is that a user can insert an asterisk to
the command string defined in the variable and the program using the command
then replaces the asterisk with an input file name. Otherwise, a file name with
a preceding whitespace is appended to the command defined in tex-dvi-view-
command. That is why txlisp-view-output-dvi calls a function txlisp-string-
with-asterisk-p with tex-dvi-view-command as an argument. If the string does
not contain an asterisk txlisp-view-output-dvi simply appends the string with
a file name defined in txlisp-dvi-file and calls shell-command with this string
as an argument. In a case tex-dvi-view-command contains an asterisk txlisp-
string-with-asterisk-p returns an index of the asterisk character and txlisp-view-
output-dvi builds the shell command by concatenating the substring of tex-dvi-
view-command up till the asterisk together with txlisp-dvi-file and with the
substring of tex-dvi-view-command from the asterisk onwards.

The shell command runs asynchronously, which means that it does not bring
Emacs to a halt but runs in parallel with Emacs. The output buffer for the DVI
viewer process is *TXLisp-DVI-Shell*.

2.4 Syntax Highlighting

In Emacs syntax highlighting means displaying of keywords or syntactic struc-
tures in a special way. What the special way is, depends on a face definition
attached to a keyword or syntactic structure. A face stores values for foreground
and background colours, font to be used, display table, background-pixmap, un-
derlining, blinking and reversing of fore and background colours. Every buffer in
Emacs has default face defining how text in a buffer will be displayed7. On the
top of the default face functions and commands can define other faces. Emacs
will then merge together all these face defitions to form a final face definition
according to which Emacs displays text. If overlapping faces define multiple
values for a display attribute, Emacs uses the one with the highest priority.

What is highlighted, is controlled by font-lock-mode. Font Lock mode is a
minor mode which means that it can be used together with any other mode. Font
Lock mode has a variable for storing information about keywords in different
modes and it also consults major mode’s syntax table for highlighting more
complex structures like comments which can strech over several lines. Font lock

6Defined in package simple.el
7Normally white background and black foreground
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mode decides how keywords and syntactic structures should be highlighted by
consulting a face definition attached to a keyword or a syntactic structure.

TXLisp defines four new faces: txlisp-conv-tag-face, txlisp-eval-tag-face, txlisp-
eval-print-tag-face and txlisp-eval-print-last-tag-face. TXLisp also defines four
variables with same names to access the face defintions. All the faces define
style to be italic, if a system has a black and white display. In a case of a colour
display all the faces define background colour to be white. The face txlisp-conv-
tag-face has blueviolet, txlisp-eval-tag-face has gold, txlisp-eval-print-tag-face
has mediumslateblue and txlisp-eval-print-last-tag-face has salmon foreground
colour.

The keywords highlighted in TXLisp are stored in a variable txlisp-keywords.
The variable defines txlisp-conv-tag-face to be used with words defined in vari-
ables txlisp-conv-begin-tag and txlisp-conv-end-tag at syntax highlighting level
0. Similarly txlisp-keywords bind together txlisp-eval-tag-face with txlisp-eval-
begin-tag and txlisp-eval-end-tag, txlisp-eval-print-tag-face with txlisp-eval-print-
begin-tag and txlisp-eval-print-end-tag and txlisp-eval-print-last-tag-face with
txlisp-eval-print-last-begin-tag and txlisp-eval-print-last-end-tag. The variable
txlisp-extra-keywords joins together the default keyword lists of Lisp Interaction
mode and TEX mode, which TXLisp then appends to txlisp-keywords.

The auxiliary function txlisp-update-keywords8 takes one argument txlisp-
keyword, which should be a valid keyword definition of type txlisp-keywords.
The function tests, which one of the entries txlisp-keyword matches - txlisp-conv-
keywords-entry, txlisp-eval-keywords-entry, txlisp-eval-print-keywords-entry or
txlisp-eval-print-last-keywords-entry. The functions txlisp-conv-keywords-entry,
txlisp-eval-keywords-entry, txlisp-eval-print-keywords-entry and txlisp-eval-print-
last-keywords-entry return a corresponding keyword entry with current tag and
face definitions. If txlisp-keyword does not match any of these entries, the func-
tion displays a message Keyword not valid. Otherwise, in a case of txlisp-conv-
keywords-entry, txlisp-eval-keywords-entry, txlisp-eval-print-keywords-entry and
txlisp-eval-print-last-keywords-entry the function replaces the first, second, third
or fouth entry respectively in txlisp-keywords.

8Used by txlisp-update-tag
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Chapter 3

TXLisp File Compilation

After creating a TXLisp file a user has to compile the file in order to turn the
file into a TEX file. The following sections will describe first the structure of a
TXLisp file, then how TXLisp compiler finds ELisp segments in a TXLisp file
and what the compiler does with these segments and finally how the compiler
replaces the segments by the data gathered from the segments.

3.1 TXLisp Files

A TXLisp file can be roughly seen to contain ELisp and TEX segments. Further-
more, these segments can be divided into four different categories: evaluation,
evaluation and print, evaluation and print last and conversion.

Evaluation segments advice a TXLisp compiler to evaluate the contents of
a segment and to discard any possible output. A main purpose of evaluation
segments is to allow a user to initialise or to declare functions and variables and
to set a value of a variable. Evaluation and print segments advice a TXLisp
compiler to evaluate the contents of a segment and to insert into a processing
buffer the value of each processed ELisp expression. The values will be inserted
after the segment a whitespace separating each value from each other and a
whitespace preceding the first value but not following the last value. In a case
of an evaluation and print last segment the compiler behaves exactly like with
evaluation and print segment but this time only the value from the last ELisp
expression within the segment is printed into a processing buffer. When eval-
uation segments are about ELisp, conversion segments are TEX segments and
advice the compiler to convert a segment into a valid ELisp string.

TXLisp compiler completely ignores TEX data outside these segments so
there could be several pages of text or not a single character. However, in order
a TEX compiler to accept the file as well, it has to at least end to \end.

3.1.1 Segment Delimiters

TXLisp uses tags to separate ELisp segments from TEX segments. Each seg-
ment has a begin tag and an end tag and each one of these tags has its
own syntax. The syntax of these tags is stored to following variables txlisp-
eval-begin-tag, txlisp-eval-end-tag, txlisp-eval-print-begin-tag, txlisp-eval-print-
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end-tag, txlisp-eval-print-last-begin-tag, txlisp-eval-print-last-end-tag, txlisp-conv-
begin-tag, txlisp-conv-end-tag1 respectively.

A user can change these values (see section 2.2) and theoretically the value
of the tags can be anything. However, some values, like a tag beginning with
a slash, may interfere with syntax highlighting. Apart from that there are not
any real restrictions to syntax of the tags.

3.2 Locating Segments

TXLisp uses three different search functions: txlisp-find-tag, txlisp-find-tag-and-
return and txlisp-next-tag. The function txlisp-find-tag is the simpliest one out
of them and is there mainly to make program code more readable. txlisp-find-
tag takes one argument: txlisp-tag. The parameter txlisp-tag is theoretically any
regular expression but TXLisp uses this function only with one of the predefined
tags as an argument. If txlisp-find-tag finds a match, it moves point immediately
after the match and returns the point. In a case the function cannot find a match
it returns nil.

The function txlisp-find-tag-and-return has exactly the same behaviour as
txlisp-find tag apart from txlisp-find-tag-and-return takes also a second argu-
ment txlisp-start, which defines a point, where a search begins and where the
function returns the point after the search finishes, the function does not move
point in any case but still returns either point immediately after a match found
or nil, if the function does not find a match.

The function txlisp-next-tag is most complicated out of these three functions
and it defines what kind of tag, if any, is closest one following to a current
point and returns back to the point, where the search started. txlisp-next-tag
takes one argument: txlisp-start. The parameter txlisp-start defines a point
where a search begins. The function has also two local variables: txlisp-next
and txlisp-temp. The function initialises txlisp-next to a value, which is a list
containing two elements - a word any and a number equal to point at the end
of a buffer. The variable txlisp-temp is initialised to a value nil. The function
begins processing by setting txlisp-temp to a value returned by txlisp-find-tag-
and-return with arguments txlisp-start and txlisp-conv-begin-tag, i.e. the return
value is either a point where the function found a conversion begin tag or nil, if
there are not any conversion begin tags in a buffer.

Processing continues by testing whether txlisp-temp’s value is nil. If the
value is not nil, the function tests, if the value is less than or equal to the
second element, i.e. a numerical value, in a list stored in txlisp-next. If this is the
case, the function updates txlisp-next’s first element to cb and second element
to txlisp-temp’s value. Then the function proceeds by setting txlisp-temp to
a value returned by txlisp-find-tag-and-return with arguments txlisp-start and
txlisp-conv-end-tag, i.e. this time the return value is either a point, where the
function found a conversion end tag, or nil. Once again, if txlisp-temp’s value is
not nil and it is less than the value currently stored in txlisp-next, the function
updates the value - this time the first element being ce. In similar fashion the
function searches for evaluation begin, evaluation end, evaluate and print begin,

1Default values /<eb>, /<ee>, /<epb>, /<epe>, /<eplb>, /<eple>, /<convb>,
/<conve>
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Figure 3.1: Defining a TXLisp input file

evaluate and print end, evaluate and print last begin, and evaluate and print
last end tags2 and update the value of txlisp-next, if required.

After looking for all of these eight tags the function makes a final check on
txlisp-next’s first element. If it is still any, the function sets the value of txlisp-
next to nil. Whatever is stored in txlisp-next, is also the return value from the
function, i.e. either nil or a list with two elements the first element being a tag
identifier and the second element being a point, where the tag was found.

3.3 Main Compilation Function

The compilation process starts by running the command txlisp-compile. The
function defines two local variables: txlisp-source-file, txlisp-destination-file.
The two variables store the names of input and output files. The compila-
tion start by the source file definition. The program prompts a user to type
in a file name. The program uses Emacs minibuffer3 for this user interaction.
The program inserts into the minibuffer the current directory and the name of
a currently active buffer as a default value (see Figure 3.1). This bases on an
assumption that a user most probably has the file currently open in a buffer
that is to be compiled. Nevertheless, user can change this default value and the
program allows a user to use TAB key to complete a file name. In a case there
are several file names beginning with a given prefix the program opens a new
buffer and displays in the buffer all the possible matches.

After receiving a file name from a user the program checks, if the file type
extension matches to txlisp-file-type-extension. If it does not, the program dis-
plays an error message indicating that the file defined is not a valid input file.
Otherwise, the program proceeds by defining the name of an output file. This
is done by changing the file type extension to .tex, i.e. the output file will have
the same name as the input file apart from the file type extension. Once input
and output files has been defined the actual processing begins. The program
creates a new buffer of name *TXLisp Processing Buffer*4. If there is already
a buffer of this name the program adds a number encapsulated within less than
and greater than signs to the end of the buffer name, e.g. *TXLisp Processing
Buffer*<2>. The number is incremented as long as it has to be until a unique
name is found.

Then the program inserts the contents of a source file into this buffer,
moves point to the beginning of the buffer and calls txlisp-convert (explained
later). When txlisp-convert returns whole of the source file has been pro-
cessed. Now txlisp-compile saves the processing buffer with the name defined
in txlisp-destination-file and kills the processing buffer, which is the end of pro-
cessing. Next the program activates the buffer, from which a user launched
txlisp-compile, and returns point to, where it was before processing. As an

2The variable txlisp-next’s first element identifiers beign eb, ee, epb, epe, eplb and eple
respectively

3Standard way in Emacs to collect data from a user
4Buffer names in Emacs beginning and ending with an asterisk denote a buffer created by

a process not a user
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indication of ending of processing, in Emacs minibuffer will appear a message
saying that a file has been written together with the name of the output file or
Emacs prompts a user to decide whether to add a new line to the end of the file
in a case the file does not end to one.

3.4 Compilation Coordination

The function txlisp-convert controls compilation process. The function looks for
TXLisp tags in a buffer and processes the tags in order they are found. Since
tags must be well balanced, processing flows from inside to outside, i.e. in a
case of nested tags the function processes the inner most segment first.

The function txlisp-convert initialises two local variables: txlisp-stack and
txlisp-next. The variables txlisp-stack and txlisp-next store information about
unprocessed tags and a next tag to be processed respectively. The function
txlisp-convert runs in a while-loop as long as there exists unprocessed tags in
a buffer. To define a next tag and to set the value of txlisp-next txlisp-convert
calls txlisp-next-tag (see section 3.2). The processing stops, when txlisp-next-
tag returns nil. Inside the while loop the value of txlisp-next determines the
program’s functionality. In a case of a begin tag, regardless of the begin tag
being conversion, evaluate, evaluate and print or evaluate and print last, the
program calls txlisp-find-tag (see section 3.2) with current tag as an argument,
which effectively moves the point in the processing buffer immediately after
the tag in question, and inserts into the stack a tag identifier together with
the location of the tag in a buffer. In a case of an end tag the program again
calls first txlisp-find-tag with current tag as an argument and then calls one of
the functions txlisp-convert-conv-region, txlisp-convert-eval-region or txlisp-eval-
print-region (see following sections) depending on a tag found and updates the
state of the stack by removing the top element.

However, before calling one of the conversion functions the program checks
the tag on the top of the stack. If the tag in the stack matches the current
tag, e.g. there is a conversion begin tag on top of the stack and current tag
is conversion end tag, the program proceeds. Otherwise, the program displays
an error message telling a user what kind of tag was expected, displays the
processing buffer, point being where the error was found, and the program
halts. The same happens, if an error occurs during a call to any of the auxiliary
functions txlisp-convert uses.

3.5 Conversion Region Compilation

The function txlisp-convert-conv-region converts TEX segments, encapsulated
inside conversion begin and end tags, to valid ELisp strings. The function takes
two arguments: txlisp-end and txlisp-begin. The variable txlisp-end contains
the point immediately before the tag ending the region and txlisp-begin the
point immediately after the tag beginning the region. The processing begins
with a call to an Emacs built-in function narrow-to-region with txlisp-begin and
txlisp-end as arguments. The function narrow-to-region creates an illusion to
ELisp processor, as if this region was the whole buffer, i.e. functions beginning-
of-buffer and end-of-buffer will return the beginning and the end of the region
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defined. Additionally, narrowing restricts all the search functions only to a
narrowed region instead of whole buffer and this is what txlisp-convert-conv-
region takes advantage on.

After narrowing the buffer into a region from the end of a conversion be-
gin tag till the beginning of a conversion end tag the program moves point to
the beginning of the region. Then the function enters a while-loop, where the
program searches for occurences of backslashes and replaces every occurrence
found by double backslahes, i.e. \ becomes \\. After this the program returns
to the beginning of the region and enters another while-loop, which makes the
program to replace every occurence of a quotation mark in the buffer by a quo-
tation mark preceded by a backslash, i.e. ” becomes \”.The program replaces
occurrences of these two characters for two reasons .First of all backslash is an
escape character in ELisp and a backslash occurring in a string send as an argu-
ment to a function could cause unexpected behaviour. And secondly quotation
mark occurring inside a string would effectively cut the string. Therefore an oc-
currence of a quotation mark in a string must be escaped by adding a backslash
in front of it.

The function txlisp-convert-conv-region continues processing by returning
to point stored in txlisp-begin, deleting characters backward from the point the
amount of deleted characters being equal to the amount of characters in con-
version begin tag and inserting a quotation mark, which effectively replaces the
conversion begin tag by a quotation mark. Then txlisp-convert-conv-region calls
a function txlisp-delete-forward-whitespace. The function txlisp-delete-forward-
whitespace is simply a while-loop which checks a current character, deletes the
character, if the character is a whitespace, line feed or form feed, and exits
the loop in a case the character is not any of whitespace characters mentioned
above. After removing all the whitespace following a conversion begin tag the
program moves to point defined in txlisp-end, i.e. right before the end tag of this
conversion region. Then the program deletes an amount of characters, which is
equal to amount of characters in conversion end tag, calls txlisp-delete-backward-
whitespace and inserts a quotation mark.

The function txlisp-delete-backward-whitespace is very similar to txlisp-
delete-forward-whitespace. Only differences are that txlisp-delete-backward-
whitespace deletes whitespace before a point, i.e. deletes character backward
from the point, and after removing all the whitespace the function inserts a
single whitespace, which effectively replaces any amount of whitespace greater
than zero whitespaces by a single whitespace. Finally txlisp-convert-conv-region
clears txlisp-end by setting its value to nil, which also forces txlisp-convert-conv-
region’s return value to be nil.
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3.6 Evaluation Region Compilation

TXLisp evaluation segments are processed by txlisp-convert-eval-region. The
function txlisp-convert-eval-region takes two argument - txlisp-current and txlisp-
begin. These variables store a current point in the processing buffer, i.e. point
immediately after the region’s end tag, and the point immediately after the be-
gin tag of the region. The function also defines a local variables: txlisp-end which
stores the point before the region’s end tag. The function obtains the point be-
fore the end tag by subtracting the length of the tag from txlisp-current. This
way txlisp-begin and txlisp-end effectively store the begin and the end points of
an area inside evaluation begin and evaluation end tags.

After the program has initialised its local variable the function continues by
calling eval-region with txlisp-begin and txlisp-end as arguments. The function
eval-region is an Emacs built-in function for evaluating ELisp expressions inside
a region defined by eval-region’s arguments. So, this effectively evaluates all
the ELisp expressions between evaluation begin and end tags and discards any
possible output. After the evaluation the function moves to a point defined
in txlisp-current, i.e. to a point after the evaluation end tag and calls delete-
region with txlisp-begin subtracted by the length of an evaluation begin tag and
current point as arguments. This effectively removes the region together with
its tags from the processing buffer. Finally txlisp-convert-eval-region returns nil
as its value.

3.7 Evaluate and Print Regions Compilation

The function txlisp-convert-eval-print-region processes both evaluate and print
region and evaluate and print last region. The function takes five arguments:
txlisp-current, txlisp-begin, txlisp-begin-tag, txlisp-end-tag and flag. Like before
txlisp-current and txlisp-begin stores a current point in processing buffer and the
point immediately after the region’s begin tag. The rest of the three arguments
are due to the fact that this function processes two different kinds of regions and
these regions may have tags of differing lengths and also they require slightly
different behaviour. The arguments txlisp-begin-tag and txlisp-end-tag store
begin and end tags of current region respectively and flag indicates whether the
region is evaluate and print or evaluate and print last. The function defines
also two local variables: txlisp-end and txlisp-results. The program initialises
txlisp-end to txlisp-current subtracted by the length of txlisp-end-tag, which
effectively is the point before the end tag, and txlisp-results to nil.

After initialising txlisp-end the program begins processing by calling txlisp-
eval-and-print (see next section) with txlisp-begin and txlisp-end as arguments
and stores the return value to txlisp-results. The value returned is a list of
values resulting from evaluation of ELisp expressions within a region. Then the
program ensures that the point is immediately after the end tag and releases
the variable txlisp-current by setting its value to nil. Next the program calls
delete-region with txlisp-begin subtracted by the length of txlisp-begin tag and
current point as arguments, which effectively removes the region together with
its tags from the processing buffer. If a current point after deletion is the end of
line position and it is not the end of the processing buffer, the program deletes
the new line character in order to avoid creating extra empty lines, which could
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cause unwanted paragraph endings in a final TEX document.
Next the program checks if the flag is set indicating that the current region

being processed is evaluate and print last region. If the flag is set the program
sets txlisp-results to a value returned by txlisp-get-last-value (see next section)
after being called with argument txlisp-results. Like the name suggest txlisp-get-
last-value returns the last one of the values in the list it receives as an argument.
Finally the program calls txlisp-print-list (see next section) with txlisp-results
as an argument, which prints values in txlisp-results to a current point in a
buffer. The return value from txlisp-convert-eval-print-region is always nil.

3.8 Processing of ELisp Data in Evaluate and
Print Regions

When compiling a TXLisp file, txlisp-convert-eval-print-region uses three auxil-
iary functions first to gather data from a region and then to insert processed data
into processing buffer. These functions are txlisp-eval-and-print, txlisp-print-list
and txlisp-get-last-value and following two sections will introduce these func-
tions.

3.8.1 Data Gathering

The function txlisp-eval-and-print takes two arguments txlisp-begin and txlisp-
end and has four local variables: txlisp-output, txlisp-delimiter-flag, txlisp-string-
flag and txlisp-escape-flag. The program initialises all the local variables to value
nil. The function uses Emacs built-in function eval-region like txlisp-convert-
eval-region but txlisp-eval-and-print does not discard eval-region’s output. The
variables txlisp-begin and txlisp-end define a region, which eval-region operates
on and this time the program also defines a third argument to eval-region. The
third argument is a lambda-function5. Instead of discarding the output from
eval-region, Emacs allows to define a third argument to eval-region, which will
process the output from eval-region.

The output is a stream of characters and the lambda-function defined in
txlisp-eval-and-print takes one argument to processes the stream character by
character. For each character the lambda-function does the following checks.
In a case the current character is a quote and txlisp-escape-flag is not set the
program toggles txlisp-string-flag and appends the character to txlisp-output.
In a case of a backslash the function sets on txlisp-escape-flag and appends the
character to txlisp-output. If the character is a new line and txlisp-string-flag is
off the program either appends txlisp-stream-begin-delimiter or txlisp-stream-
end-delimiter6 to txlisp-output depending on, whether txlisp-delimiter-flag is
set or not, and toggles the value of txlisp-delimiter-flag. If none of above cases
apply, then the program appends current character to txlisp-output and sets
off txlisp-escape-flag. After processing the stream of characters the function
returns txlisp-output which is effectively a list of characters where every value
of an evaluated ELisp expression in the region is encapsulated inside txlisp-
stream-begin-delimiter and txlisp-stream-end-delimiter7.

5A nameless function in ELisp
6Global variables which have values b and e respectively by default
7Charaters in txlisp-output are stored with their ascii values, e.g. nil would be represented
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3.8.2 Inserting Data to Output Buffer

In a case of an evaluate and print last region only the last value in a list created
by txlisp-eval-and-print will be inserted to a processing buffer. In order to obtain
the last value txlisp-get-last-value processes the list. The function txlisp-get-last-
value takes only one argument - a list to be processed. The function has two
local variables txlisp-found and txlisp-final, which both the function initialises
to a value nil. Processing begins by reversing the list in txlisp-results. This is
done, because ELisp built-in functions provide access to the first element in a
list but this is really the only way to access the last element in a list and last
element after all is, what is significant in this case.

Next the function enters a while loop which runs until the program sets
txlisp-found to value true. Inside the while-loop the program checks a current
element in txlisp-results and, if it is equal to txlisp-stream-begin-delimiter, the
program exits the while-loop. Otherwise, the program appends the current el-
ement into txlisp-final. In other words what happens here is, that the program
takes advantage on the fact that all the complete values8 in txlisp-results are
between txlisp-stream-begin-delimiter and txlisp-stream-end-delimiter by scan-
ning txlisp-results from end towards beginning until the program encounters the
first stream begin delimiter. Finally the program reverses the list in txlisp-final
to turn it back into right order and returns the list.

After evaluating a region txlisp-print-list actually inserts values to a process-
ing buffer. The function txlisp-print-list takes one argument txlisp-x which is a
list created by txlisp-eval-and-print and possibly preprocessed by txlisp-get-last-
value. This function consists of a single while-loop which runs until the program
has processed all the characters in txlisp-x. The program matches characters
against five cases and, if none of them is true, the program simply insert the
character into processing buffer and removes it from txlisp-x.

In a case of a stream begin delimiter the program discards the character and
continues by carrying out further checks on following characters. If a stream be-
gin delimiter is followed by a quotation mark the program removes the quotation
mark or in a case the following characters are n, i, l and stream end delimiter
the program simply discards these characters and continues processing.

In a case of a stream end delimiter the program either just discards the
character or, if it is not the last element in txlisp-x, inserts a single whitespace
into processing buffer. This is done to separate values from different ELisp
expressions by a whitespace but still avoiding adding an extra whitespace after
the last value.

In a case of a backslash the program checks, if it is followed by a quotation
mark or another backslash. If this is the case, the program inserts the latter
character and discard the former one, because this indicates that the first back-
slash serves as an escape character. In a case of a quotation mark the program
checks the following character. If the following character is a stream end delim-
iter, the program discards both characters, because the quotation mark denotes
only that the value is an ELisp string but is not part of the value itself. After
processing all the elements in txlisp-x according to above criteria txlisp-x’s value
becomes nil, which causes the while-loop to terminate. The termination of the
while-loop also ends the functions and the function returns nil.

as (b 110 105 108 e)
8A value returned after evaluating an ELisp expression
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Chapter 4

TXLisp Overlay Mode

Overlays are a GNU Emacs way of defining special display features for a whole-
buffer or a region in a buffer. When faces define text display properties overlays
provide much wider range of possibilities to modify, how a region in a buffer
is displayed, e.g. an overlay can be allocated a face to use for displaying text
within the overlay. Other overlay properties include invisibility, keymap, cate-
gory, priority, before-string, after-string and more.

Invisibility property of an overlay decides whether an overlay is displayed or
not. Keymap defines a keymap to be used within an overlay. Category allows
to group overlays for programming purposes. Priority decides which overlay’s
properties are used for a region in a buffer in a case two or more overlays overlap.
Before and after string define a string of text to be displayed in the beginning
and in the end of an overlay. However, this string is only a display feature
and does not belong to a buffer and will be therefore neither printed nor saved
together with a buffer.

TXLisp exploits this functionality by defining a minor mode, which allows
a user to hide or displays TEX and ELisp segments. When turned on, the
minor mode calls a function to cover all ELisp and TEX segments with overlays
of corresponding category. The function does this by covering a current buffer
with an overlay of category TEX. Then the function begins to search for TXLisp
tags. When encountering a tag, the function makes a check what kind of a tag is
following the first tag. If a matching tag is found, then the function opens a gap
to the existing TEX overlay, i.e. divides it into two parts, first part reaching till
the first tag and second part streching from the end of the second tag onwards.
If the second tag does not match the first one, then, when splitting the existing
overlay, the second part streches from the beginning of the second tag onwards.
After opening the gap, the function creates a new overlay to close the gap and
sets category of the new overlay to match category of the first tag. However,
when the function finds an end tag, it only creates a new overlay in a case the tag
is followed by another end tag. This does not only cover all the ELisp segments
with Elisp overlays but also all the conversion segments inside ELisp segment
with TEX overlays and still rest of the buffer is covered by TEX overlays.

Once the minor mode has established initial overlays a user can toggle dis-
playing of overlays by pressing a button. The issued command gathers all the
overlays in a buffer to a list and then toggles visibility of an overlay depending
of its category. The minor mode also monitors all the changes made in a buffer
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and creates a new overlay whenever a user insert a tag beginning an ELisp seg-
ment inside a TEX overlay or a tag beginning a TEX segment inside an ELisp
overlay. As the last feature the minor mode allows a user to move the cursor
from one overlay to another. This will especially help when either editing ELisp
or TEX data and having the other one hidden, because hiding an overlay hides
text from display but does not remove it from a buffer, i.e. for cursor moving
commands those lines of text still count.

The following sections will describe the details, how TXLisp Overlay mode
provides a user with features mentioned above.

4.1 Initialisation and Running Down

Loading txlisp-overlay.el adds TXLisp Overlay mode to Emacs minor-mode-
alist, which effectively defines, how the Emacs status bar is modified, when
Emacs enters txlisp-overlay-mode. The variable txlisp-overlay-mode stores a
current state of the mode, i.e. whether it is turned on or off. The function
txlisp-overlay-mode1 makes all the required variable assignments and function
calls to establish or to run down TXLisp Overlay mode depending on the value
of txlisp-overlay-mode variable. The function txlisp-overlay-mode has one op-
tional argument. The function starts by ensuring there is a local copy of txlisp-
overlay-mode variable. Then depending on value of txlisp-overlay-mode variable
the function toggles the variable’s value, if a user called the function without
an argument. Otherwise, the function sets the variable to a value defined by
the argument. Processing continues by ensuring there is a local copy of a vari-
able after-change-functions. The variable after-change-functions stores a list of
functions which will be called after every change done in a buffer. After these
initialisation steps the function either turns the mode on or off.

Establishing of TXLisp Overlay mode begins with storing a value true to vari-
ables txlisp-toggle-tex-overlays and txlisp-toggle-lisp-overlays. Then the function
creates four variables, which are local to a current buffer: txlisp-conv-begin-last-
char, txlisp-eval-begin-last-char, txlisp-eval-print-begin-last-char and txlisp-eval-
print-last-begin-last-char. The four variables’ values are, as their names suggest,
current values of last characters of TXLisp begin tags. This is done, because of
txlisp-overlay function (explained later). Next the function continues by adding
txlisp-overlay to after-change-functions and calling a function txlisp-turn-on-
overlays (see next section). After txlisp-turn-on-overlays has finished the func-
tion begins to modify current keymap. If a current major mode is TXLisp the
function does these key bindings under Control-t and under Control-c2 other-
wise. The function binds Control-y and Control-i to commands txlisp-toggle-
tex-overlays and txlisp-toggle-lisp-overlays respectively, Control-q and Control-w
to commands txlisp-backward-tex-overlay and txlisp-forward-tex-overlay respec-
tively, Control-o and Control-p to commands txlisp-backward-lisp-overlay and
txlisp-forward-lisp-overlay respectively and Control-l and Control-m to com-
mands txlisp-forward-overlay and txlisp-backward-overlay respectively.

Running down the mode begin with setting txlisp-toggle-tex-overlays and
txlisp-toggle-lisp-overlays to nil. Then the function removes txlisp-overlay from

1It is not a problem for Emacs ELisp interpreter, if a variable and a function has a same
name

2Standard minor mode prefix key in Emacs
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Figure 4.1: Placing a new overlay in the beginning of an existing overlay

after-change-functions and calls txlisp-remove-overlays. txlisp-remove-overlays
obtains a list of all the overlays in a buffer by calling a built-in function overlays-
in3 with arguments point in the beginning of a buffer and point in the end of a
buffer. Then txlisp-remove-overlays scans through the list, overlay by overlay,
and deletes overlays one at a time. Finally txlisp-overlay-mode removes all the
key bindings created during initialisation.

4.1.1 Overlay Creation

The function txlisp-turn-on-overlays divides a buffer into overlays like described
in the beginning of this chapter. The function begins processing by moving point
to the beginning of a buffer. Then the function creates an overlay, which covers
the whole buffer. After creating the overlay the functions sets its properties
evaporate, category, before-string and after-string to values true, tex, T and T
respectively. Then the function calls txlisp-cover-segments, which creates new
overlays according to TXLisp tags in the buffer. When txlisp-cover-segments
returns, txlisp-turn-on-overlay finishes processing.

The function txlisp-cover-segments is very similar to txlisp-convert, in a way
it coordinates overlay creation and also how the function uses txlisp-next-tag
function. The function txlisp-cover-segments has one local variable: txlisp-next.
The function runs in a while loop, which runs until txlisp-next-tag returns nil,
i.e. there is not anymore unprocessed TXLisp tags in a buffer. After txlisp-next-
tag has set the value of txlisp-next the functions test what kind of a tag is in
question. In a case of a begin tag the function calls txlisp-cover-after-begin-tag
and in a case of an end tag the function calls txlisp-cover-after-end-tag.

The function txlisp-cover-after-begin-tag takes six arguments txlisp-current-
tag, txlisp-matching-id, txlisp-eval-flag, txlisp-eval-print-flag, txlisp-eval-print-
last-flag and txlisp-conv-flag. The function also defines seven local variables:
txlisp-current-overlay, txlisp-current-start, txlisp-current-end, txlisp-new-begin,
txlisp-new-end, txlisp-new-overlay and txlisp-following-tag. The function ini-
tialises txlisp-new-begin to a value equal to the second element in a list in
txlisp-next, i.e. point after a tag found, subtracted by the lenght of txlisp-
current-tag, i.e. the value of txlisp-new-begin is point before the found tag, and
other local variables to nil.

The function begins processing by calling txlisp-find-tag with txlisp-current-
tag as an argument, which moves a point immediately after the tag. Then the
function sets txlisp-current-overlay to a value equal to the first element in a list
returned by a built-in function overlays-at4 with current point as an argument,
i.e. txlisp-current-overlay stores the overlay currently having point. After this
the function sets txlisp-current-start to txlisp-current-overlay’s starting point
and txlisp-current-end to txlisp-current-overlay’s ending point. Next the func-
tion sets txlisp-following tag to a value returned by txlisp-next-tag with current

3The function overlays-in returns a list of overlays, the first element being the overlay found
last, inside a region defined by arguments the function is called with.

4The function overlays-at returns a list of overlays at a point, the overlay created last being
the first element.
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Figure 4.2: Placing a new overlay in the middle of an existing overlay

Figure 4.3: Placing a new overlay in the end of an existing overlay

point as an argument, i.e. the value is a list with two elements the first one being
a tag identifier and the second element being the point immediately after the
tag, and txlisp-new-end equal to a value of the second element of a list stored in
txlisp-following-tag, i.e. txlisp-new-end’s value is the point after the following
tag.

If the first element in a list in txlisp-following-tag is not equal to txlisp-
matching-id then the function adjust the value of txlisp-new-end by subtracting
the lenght of a following tag from it. What this means, is that a begin tag it not
followed by a matching end tag, in which case the following tag is left outside the
new overlay. Then the function does a further test to see, if txlisp-current-start
is equal to txlisp-new-begin, i.e. if the new overlay is supposed to begin where
the current overlay begins (see Figure 4.2). If this is the case the function
proceeds by making a third test, if txlisp-new-end is equal to txlisp-current-
end, i.e. the new overlay would be size of the current overlay, in which case
the function deletes the current overlay. If the new overlay is smaller than the
current overlay, the function simply moves the beginning of the current overlay
to point defined in txlisp-new-end, i.e. to end of the new overlay. Then the
function creates the new overlay by calling make-overlay with txlisp-new-begin
and txlisp-new-end defining the position of the overlay.

If the second test failed, i.e. txlisp-current-start was not equal to txlisp-
new-begin, the function moves end of the current overlay to txlisp-new-begin
(see Figures 4.2 and 4.3), i.e. to beginning of the new overlay, and creates
the new overlay, txlisp-new-begin and txlisp-new-end defining the position of
the overlay. If txlisp-new-end is not equal to txlisp-current-end the function
creates also another overlay to cover the area between txlisp-new-end and txlisp-
current-end, because current overlay’s end was moved earlier to the beginning
of the new overlay. Then the function redefines txlisp-current-overlay to be
the overlay after the new overlay and sets its properties evaporate, category,
before-string and after-string to values true, tex, T and T respectively. Finally,
the function sets txlisp-new-overlay to be the overlay at the point and sets its
property evaporate to true, i.e. a user can delete the overlay by deleting all
the characters inside the overlay. If txlisp-conv-flag is not set, the function
sets the new overlay’s category, before-string and after-string to value tex, T
and T respectively. Otherwise, the function sets these values to lisp, L and L
respectively. Then every overlay created is either of category tex or lisp. Finally,
Every overlay has either T or L as begin and end delimiter.

The function txlisp-cover-after-end-tag takes one argument txlisp-current-
end-tag and defines seven local variables: txlisp-current-overlay, txlisp-current-
end, txlisp-current-category, txlisp-new-overlay, txlisp-new-end, txlisp-following-
tag and txlisp-new-overlay. The function begins with moving point by call-
ing txlisp-find-tag with txlisp-current-end-tag as an argument. Then the func-
tion sets txlisp-current-overlay equal to the first element in a list returned by
overlays-at with current point as an argument. Next the function sets txlisp-
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current-end equal to end point of txlisp-current-overlay. Next the function ini-
tialises txlisp-following-tag to a list of two values, the first one being the identifier
of a following tag and the second element being point immediately after the tag,
by calling txlisp-following-tag with current-point as an argument. The function
continues by setting txlisp-new-end equal to a value of the second element in a
list stored in txlisp-following-tag, i.e. the value is the point after the following
tag.

After initialising the variables the function tests what kind of a tag is follow-
ing the current tag. If the following tag is a begin tag or there are not anymore
tags, the function does nothing. In a case of the following tag being conversion
end tag, the function sets txlisp-current-category to value tex. Otherwise the
value of txlisp-current-category is lisp. The processing continues by the func-
tion making a test, whether txlisp-new-end is equal to txlisp-current-end. If
this is the case, the function deletes the current overlay. Otherwise, the func-
tion moves beginning of the current overlay to end of the new overlay. Next the
function creates the new overlay, txlisp-new-begin and txlisp-new-end defining
position of the new overlay. Then the function sets the new overlay’s prop-
erties evaporate and category to true and txlisp-current-category respectively.
Finally the function defines the new overlay’s before and after string to be T, if
txlisp-current-category is equal to tex, and L, otherwise.

After setting property values for the new overlay the function finishes pro-
cessing. The return value from the function is always nil.

4.2 Running

The function txlisp-overlay monitors user inputs and creates a new overlay when
ever a user enters a conversion begin tag inside an ELisp segment or an eval-
uation segment begin tag inside a TEX segment. The function takes three ar-
guments txlisp-begin, txlisp-end and txlisp-changed-bytes, which it obtain from
after-change-functions hook. The whole function is captured inside a test. If
txlisp-changed-bytes is not zero or a charater before a point is not a character
ending a TXLisp begin tag, the function does nothing. The argument txlisp-
changed-bytes being greater than zero means that an operation in a buffer was
a deletion. However, if txlisp-byte-changed is zero, it means that a user inserted
something and, if the insertion ended into a character ending one of the TXLisp
begin tags, the function assumes that a user might have inserted one of the
TXLisp tags and proceeds processing.

The function begins by defining six local variables: txlisp-current-tag, txlisp-
current-overlay, txlisp-current-category, txlisp-current-start, txlisp-current-end
and txlisp-new-overlay. Apart from txlisp-current-category the function ini-
tialises all the variables to zero. The function sets current category to match
the value of category property of an overlay, which currently has point. Then
the function makes a serie of tests in order to set a value for txlisp-current-tag.
If characters before point form conversion begin tag and current category is lisp
or characters before point match one of the evaluation tags and current cate-
gory is tex, the function initialises txlisp-current-tag to a value of the tag which
passed the test. Otherwise, the function exits and stops processing. Effectively
this mean that the function stops, if a user inserted a character which ends one
of the TXLisp begin tags but it was not part of a TXLisp tag. Additionally, the
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tests also effectively stops TEX overlays of being created insided TEX overlays
and Lisp overlays of being created inside Lisp overlays.

Once txlisp-current-tag has been assigned a value the function can proceed
to create a new overlay. First it inserts a whitespace at current point in a buffer
to allow point being left on a whitespace inside the new overlay after creation
of the new overlay. If the function did not insert the whitespace, point would
be left on the last character of the tag, which would prevent user of continue
inserting character as normal, because characters would be inserted before the
last character of the tag. Then the function assigns txlisp-current-overlay a value
equal to the first element in a list returned by overlays-at with current point
subtracted by one as an argument. Next the function sets txlisp-current-start
and txlisp-current-end to be equal to begin and end points of txlisp-current-
overlay respectively. Then the function brings point backwards by one, i.e. to
be on the whitespace inserted earlier.

After moving the point the function moves txlisp-current-overlay’s end point
to beginning of the new overlay and creates two new overlays. One from txlisp-
new-begin till point plus one and another from end of the new overlay till txlisp-
current-end. Next the function redefines txlisp-current-overlay to be the overlay
after the new overlay and txlisp-new-overlay to be the new overlay. The function
sets both of these overlays’ evaporate property to true. Then, if txlisp-current-
category equals tex, the function assigns txlisp-current-overlay’s category to tex
and before and after strings to T and txlisp-new-overlay’s category to lisp and
before and after string to L. Otherwise, the function assigns the values other way
round, i.e. txlisp-current-overlay’s category to lisp and before and after strings
to L and txlisp-new-overlay’s category to tex and before and after strings to T.
After setting property values of the new overlays the function finishes processing.
The return value from txlisp-overlay is always nil.

4.3 Extra Editing Features

TXLisp Overlay mode allows a user to move from one overlay to another easily.
This section will describe the implementation of these commands. The function
txlisp-forward-overlay takes no arguments and defines two local variables: txlisp-
next-point and txlisp-next-overlay. The function first initialises txlisp-next-point
to a value of point after a current overlay by calling a built-in function next-
overlay-change5 with current point as an argument. Then the function initialises
txlisp-next-overlay to the first element in a list returned by overlay-at with
txlisp-next-point as an argument, i.e. txlisp-next-overlay’s value becomes either
an overlay after a current overlay or nil, if there is no overlays after the current
overlay. If txlisp-next-overlay becomes assigned to nil, the function displays a
message No more segments. Otherwise, the functions moves point to txlisp-
next-point.

The function txlisp-backward-overlay takes no arguments and it defines two
local variables: txlisp-previous-point and txlisp-previous-overlay. The function
calls the built-in function previous-overlay-change6 with current point as an

5Next-overlay-change returns a point right after the end of an overlay inside which the
function was called

6The function previous-overlay-change is exactly opposite to next-overlay-change, i.e. it
returns a point, where an overlay begins inside which the function was called from.
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argument in order to define a value to txlisp-previous-point. Next the function
sets txlisp-previous-overlay to a value of the first element in a list returned
by overlays-at with txlisp-previous-point as an argument, i.e. the value is an
overlay preceeding a current overlay. If txlisp-previous-overlay is nil, meaning
no overlays precede a current overlay, or txlisp-previous-point is not greater than
one, i.e. the beginning of a current overlay is also the beginning of a buffer, the
function displays a message No more segments and does not move point any
further.

The functions txlisp-forward-tex-overlay, txlisp-backward-tex-overlay, txlisp-
forward-lisp-overlay and txlisp-backward-lisp-overlay all use a function txlisp-
move-categorised-overlay. The functions call txlisp-move-categorised-overlay
with arguments forward and tex, backwards and tex, forward and lisp, and back-
ward and lisp respectively.

The function txlisp-move-categorised-overlay, the real core of the functions
mentioned above, takes two arguments txlisp-direction and txlisp-category. The
function also defines four local variables: txlisp-current-overlay, txlisp-begin,
txlisp-found and txlisp-current-point. The function initialises txlisp-current-
overlay to an overlay which currently has point by calling overlays-at with cur-
rent point as an argument and extracts the first element from a list returned by
overlays-at. Next the function assigns txlisp-begin to a current value of point
and both txlisp-found and txlisp-current-point to nil. If txlisp-current-overlays
is nil the function does nothing. Otherwise, the function enter a while-loop
which runs until the function sets txlisp-found to a value equal to true. The
function uses either next-overlay-change, if txlisp-direction has value forward,
or txlisp-previous-overlay-change, if txlisp-direction has value backward, to set
txlisp-current-point’s value. Then the function moves point to txlisp-current-
point and sets txlisp-current-overlay equal to the first element in a list returned
by overlays-at with current point as an argument.

Next the function tests, if txlisp-current-point is still greater than zero and
txlisp-current-overlay is not nil. If this is the case, the function makes a further
test. If txlisp-current-overlay’s category matches txlisp-category, the function
sets value of txlisp-found to true and function exits. If current overlay’s category
does not match category given in the argument txlisp-category, the function
runs the while-loop again. If, however, txlisp-current-point becomes less than
one or txlisp-current-overlay becomes nil, the function returns to point txlisp-
begin and sets txlisp-found to value end7, which terminates the while-loop. If
after exiting the while-loop txlisp-found has value end, the function displays
message No more tex segments or No more lisp segments depending on value of
txlisp-category.

The variables txlisp-toggle-tex-overlays and txlisp-toggle-lisp-overlays are aux-
iliary variables to store a current state of TEX and ELisp segment overlays, i.e.
whether they are visible or not. Depending on values of those variables txlisp-
toggle-tex-overlays and txlisp-toggle-tex-overlays both call txlisp-change-overlay-
visibility to change a state of TEX and ELisp segments respectively.

The function txlisp-toggle-tex-overlay takes an optional argument. If a user
gives no argument the function toggles the value in txlisp-toggle-tex-overlay.
Otherwise, the function sets txlisp-toggle-tex-overlay to a value given by a
user. Then, if txlisp-toggle-tex-overlays is true, the function calls txlisp-change-

7In ELisp terms equal to true
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overlay-visibility with arguments tex, nil and T. Otherwise, the function call
txlisp-change-overlay-visibility with arguments tex, true and empty string. Sim-
ilary the function txlisp-toggle-lisp-overlays has indentical functionality apart
from txlisp-toggle-lisp-overlays calling txlisp-change-overlay-visibility with ar-
guments lisp, nil and L and lisp, true and empty string respectively.

The function txlisp-change-overlay-visibility takes three arguments, which
are txlisp-category, txlisp-invisibility and txlisp-delim-string. The function also
has two local variables, txlisp-overlays and txlisp-current-overlay. The function
initialises txlisp-overlays to a list of overlays returned by the function overlays-in
with arguments point in the beginning of a current buffer and point in the end
of a current buffer and txlisp-current-overlay to nil. If txlisp-overlays is nil the
function does nothing. Otherwise, the function enters a while-loop which runs
until txlisp-overlays obtains value nil.

Inside the while-loop the first thing is a test, whether the first element in
txlisp-overlays is of category defined in txlisp-category. If it is not, the function
skips the overlay and runs the while-loop again. In a case the category matches
txlisp-category the function assigns the overlay to txlisp-current-overlay. Next
the function uses txlisp-current-overlay to set current overlay’s properties in-
visible to txlisp-invisibility, and before and after strings to txlisp-delim-string.
Then the function removes the overlay from txlisp-overlays and runs the while-
loop again. After the function exits the while-loop, i.e. it has processed all
the overlays in a current buffer, the function finishes processing. The function’s
return value is always nil.
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Chapter 5

User Manual

This section introduces how to use features provided by TXLisp. However, to
benefit properly from TXLisp one has to know both TEX and ELisp, because
TXLisp is merely a way to work combinedly with these two languages. One
has to bear knowledge of creating TEX documents and programming in ELisp
in order to be in a position to exploit new possibilities opened by TXLisp. This
section will only instruct, how to install TXLisp to Emacs, how to edit TXLisp
files and what additional features are provided by TXLisp Overlay minor mode.

5.1 Getting Started

In order to use TXLisp in Emacs, Emacs must load the TXLisp source files.
There are several ways of loading ELisp files in Emacs. One could open ’tlisp.el’
like any file in a buffer by pressing ’Control-x Control-f’, type in path and file
name and after opening the file in a buffer a user could type ’Alt-x eval-buffer
RETURN’ to make TXLisp ready for use. Another way would be using ’load-
file’ or ’load-library’ commands by pressing ’Alt-x’ and entering the name of a
command followed by ’RETURN’. Once again a user would need to type in a file
name but this time user would not need to evaluate the buffer, because Emacs
would not even have opened a file in a buffer but would only have evaluated the
content of the file. This would be ok, if one would be using TXLisp only once
in a while. Still, most probably the most convenient way is to add few lines into
Emacs configuration file1 which will make Emacs to load TXLisp automatically,
when a user starts Emacs. This way TXLisp would be available when needed.
Following lines will do this:

(setq load-path (cons " /MyEmacsFiles/" load-path))
(load "txlisp")
(load "txlisp-overlay")

Example 5.1: Emacs file configuration for adding an element to Emacs load path

The first line will add ’MyEmacsFiles’ to load path of Emacs. Load path is
where Emacs will look for any files it requires. Following two lines will make

1A standard Emacs configuration file is .emacs
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Emacs to try to load files txlisp and txlisp-overlay. What happens is, that Emacs
will search through the directories defined in its load-path trying to locate files
txlisp.elc or txlisp.el and txlisp-overlay.elc or txlisp-overlay.el and, when Emacs
finds a file it evaluates the contents of the file. Evaluation effectively initialises
variable and function definitions and makes them available in an Emacs session.
The difference between .el and .elc is that .elc is a compiled version of .el. That
is why Emacs always tries to find .elc files first and only, if a file’s .elc file cannot
be found, Emacs begins to look for a .el file. Now, it it is only the matter of
copying txlisp.el and txlisp-overlay.el to MyEmacsFiles directory and they will
be available whenever a user starts Emacs.

There are plenty of ways how a user can enter the TXLisp mode: open Emacs
with argument which is a TXLisp file, press Control-x Control-f to create a new
buffer with a name ending to the TXLisp file type extension or press Alt-x and
type txlisp-mode RETURN. After starting Emacs and turning on TXLisp mode
TXLisp provides a number of commands to help editing TXLisp files. All of
these commands locate under ’Control-t’, i.e. a user must press ’Control-t’ and
one of the following key combinations to execute a command. ’Contol-c’ and
’Control-v’ insert a conversion begin and end tags respectively at a current point
in a buffer. In similar manner ’Control-d’ and ’Control-f’ insert evaluation begin
and end tags, ’Control-z’ and ’Control-x’ insert evaluate and print begin and
end tags and ’Control-a’ and ’Control-s’ insert evaluate and print last begin
and end tags. The values for these tags are stored in txlisp-conv-begin-tag,
txlisp-conv-end-tag, txlisp-eval-begin-tag, txlisp-eval-end-tag, txlisp-eval-print-
begin-tag, txlisp-eval-print-end-tag, txlisp-eval-print-last-begin-tag and txlisp-
eval-print-last-end-tag2.

A user can change values of the tags by pressing ’Alt-x’ and typing ’txlisp-
update-tag RETURN’. The program will ask a user to type in the name of a tag
whose value should be changed and then a new value. However, the command
will not allow a user to proceed until it receives a valid tag name so, if the user
would like to cancel the action, the user has to either press Control-g3 or delete
all the characters from the minibuffer and press RETURN. After receiving a
valid tag name the command will store the new value into the chosen variable
and will also update the new value for syntax highlighting. However, this will
only change the value for this session. To change the value permanently a user
must add following lines to Emacs configuration file after the lines where TXLisp
is loaded:

(setq <name of tag> "new value")
(txlisp-update-keywords (<keyword-entry>))

Example 5.2: Emacs file configuration for changing TXLisp tags

<name of tag> being one of the variable names mentioned above and new
value a string of characters to define a new value for a tag. In the above
example <keyword-entry> is one of the following four options: txlisp-conv-
keywords-entry, txlisp-eval-keywords-entry, txlisp-eval-print-keywords-entry or
txlisp-eval-print-last-keywords-entry. The name of tag and <keyword-entry>

2default values are /<convb>, /<conve>, /<eb>, /<ee>, /<epb>, /<epe>, /<eplb>,
/<eple> respectively

3A standard keyboard quit key in Emacs
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must be of matching category the change to take place correctly. If for example
the value of txlisp-conv-begin-tag is changed but txlisp-eval-keywords-entry is
given as an argument to txlisp-update-keywords, the new value of txlisp-conv-
begin-tag is not updated to syntax highlighting functions.

5.2 Using Tags

The following examples will show, how TXLisp tags can be used to embed ELisp
segments to TEX files. The first three examples show the difference between eval-
uation tags. A conversion tag example follows these examples and the last three
examples show, how to duplicate a TEX segment, how to add user interaction
and finally how to use remote file accessing. In the following examples actual
TXLisp code is shown on the left hand side column and a result of a possible
output after running the output through a TEX compiler on the right hand side
column in bold.

/<eb>
(setq x 5)
(setq y 7)
/<ee>
\end

Example 5.3: Evaluation tag

In this first example it is important to notice that /<eb> begins an evalu-
ation region and /<ee> ends the region. Another important fact is that there
is no output at all from this region. The program simply discards the output
from evaluations of the two s-expressions. What happens is that variables x and
y are initialised to values 5 and 7 correspondingly.

/<epb> 5 7
(setq x 5)
(setq y 7)
/<epe>
\end

Example 5.4: Evaluate and print tag

In the second example /<epb> begins and /<epe> ends an evaluate and
print region. The significant thing about this example is that the variables x
and y are not only initialised to their values but the program also prints those
values, i.e. the value from evaluation, to output.

/<eplb> 7
(setq x 5)
(setq y 7)
/<eple>
\end

Example 5.5: Evaluate and print last tag
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In the third example /<eplb> begins and /<eple> ends an evaluate and
print last segment. Similarly to first two examples variables x and y are ini-
tialised to values 5 and 7 correspondigly but this time the program prints only
the last value, i.e. 7, from the evaluation to the output.

/<epb> Hello World!!
(setq x
/<convb>
Hello World!!\hfill\break
/<conve>
) ; closes ’setq x’
/<epe>
\end

Example 5.6: Conversion tag together with an evaluate and print segment

In the fourth example the important fact is that /<convb> begins and
/<conve> ends a conversion segment. Conversion segments allow to pass TEX
segments as arguments to ELisp functions. In this particular case variable x’s
value is initialised to string Hello World!!\hfill\break. Another important thing
to notice is the segment processing order (see Figure 5.7). At first the program
turns the conversion segment in to a valid ELisp string and only then proceeds
to process the evaluation segment, i.e. the processing order is from inside to
outside.

Figure 5.7: Conversion segment processing

\noindent Hello World
/<eplb> Hello World
(setq count 3) Hello World
(defun testfun (count)
(if (> count 0)
(concat
/<convb>
Hello World!\hfill\break
/<conve>
(testfun (- count 1)))
""))
(testfun count)
/<eple>
\end

Example 5.8: Duplicating TEX segments

Fifth example begins with a TEX segment consisting of just a one command
\noindent. The TEX segment is then followed by evaluate and print last seg-
ment. This ELisp segment defines a variable count and initialises it to value 3,
defines a functions which concatenates to a one string count times, what ever
is inside the conversion segment. In this case the result is Hello World! being
printed three times. What is important to notice from this example, is the fact,
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how the whitespaces count. Where /<eplb> begins is where the output from
the evaluation of this region will begin. This means that in a case of /<eplb>
beginning immediately after \noindent there would not be left any space be-
tween the first Hello World and \noindent. On the other hand the program
removes all the whitespace immediately after a conversion begin tag and all
the whitespace apart from one immediately before a conversion end tag. So, in
this example it means that in the final concatenated string World!\hfill\break is
written three times and each occurrence of the sentence is separated from each
other by a single whitespace, because between the last character in the sentece
and conversion end tag there is a new line and several whitespaces which the
program turn into a single whitespace.

\noindent Write this ”sentence” two times
/<eb> Write this ”sentence” two times
(setq count (read-from-minibuffer "How often:"))
(setq count (string-to-number count))
/<ee>
/<eplb>
(defun testfun (count)
(if (> count 0)
(concat
/<convb>
Write this "sentence"
/<eplb>
(cond
((equal count 1) "one")
((equal count 2) "two")
((equal count 3) "three"))
/<eple>
times\hfill\break
/<conve>
(testfun (- count 1)))
""))

(testfun count)
/<eple>
\end

Example 5.9: User interaction

The sixth example begins to show the true power of TXLisp. In the first
evaluation segment a user can define, how many times the program will print the
sentence defined in a conversion segment. Furthermore, inside the conversion
segment there is another evaluate and print last segment which modifies the
output according to a user input. This example uses the same function testfun
as the previous example apart from the modified conversion segment. The ELisp
segment inside the conversion segments inserts a word one, two or three into the
conversion segment, depending on the user input. The most important thing
to notice from this example is, how ELisp segments can contain conversion
segments which again contain ELisp segments. There is no limitation to nesting
depth apart from memory limitations but the stack system used by the software
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is very memory friendly so this should not really be a problem with today’s
computers.

/<eb>
(if (not (load "tex-wcount" t))
(progn
(call-process
"wget"
nil nil nil
"--passive-ftp"
"ftp://archive.cis.ohio-state.edu/pub/emacs-lisp/archive/tex-wcount.el")
(load (concat default-directory "tex-wcount.el"))
)
)
/<ee>
\end

Example 5.10: Remote file accessing

The seventh and final example introduces another very powerful feature of
TXLisp - remote file accessing. This example tests, if tex-wcount4 package is
available and, if it is not, the program will download the package and install it.
What makes this feature very powerful is the fact that a document can ensure
that required software will be available when the document is actually compiled.
Additionally, this feature makes also possible to attach remote documents to a
current document.

What could be encapsulated to these examples is really only a scratch on
a surface of the real pontetial of TXLisp. One really need to be familiar with
Emacs and ELisp to be able to realise, what woderful possibilities TXLisp opens.
The fact that Emacs allows creating subprocesses and allows access to other pro-
grams like the last example with wget demonstrates, already provides a TXLisp
user with a huge variety of interesting possibilities but then on top that a user
has all the possibilities of ELisp programming open as well, which leaves a
TXLisp user almost with unlimited possibilities.

5.3 TXLisp Overlays Minor Mode

TXLisp Overlays minor mode divides an Emacs buffer to TEX and ELisp seg-
ments, after which a user can toggle visibility of the segments, i.e. to show both
kinds of segments, only TEX segments, only ELisp segments or neither kinds
of segments. TXLisp Overlays minor mode also keeps track of changes in a
buffer. When ever a user inserts any of the special tags the program checks,
whether the tag was inserted into a segment of its own kind, e.g. conversion
tag into inside a TEX segment. If this is not the case the program will create
a new segment. All the TEX segments have ”T” delimiters and ELisp segments
”L” delimiters by default. However, these delimiters are only displayed on a
screen and therefore not added to the buffer. TXLisp Overlays minor mode also
provides a user with commands to jump quickly from one segment to another.

4Enables word counting in LATEX
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This is handy, because even if a segment would be hidden, it still counts for all
the buffer commands.

Theoretically TXLisp Overlays minor mode can be used with any major
mode, even though its use would not probably make much sense, because its
behaviour is bound to TXLisp tags. Anyway, because of this reason the hotkeys
to TXLisp Overlay mode commands are set under Control-c5, if a current major
mode is not TXLisp and under Control-t otherwise. In TXLisp mode a user can
turn on this mode by pressing Control-t Control-b. Otherwise, a user must press
Alt-x and type txlisp-overlay-mode RETURN. Once the mode has been turned
on, the following key bindings are available with a valid prefix key.

Control-m and Control-l move to the end of a previous segment and to the
beginning of a following segment correspondingly. Contol-o and Control-p moves
in a similar fashion but this time only ELisp segments are considered. And
finally, Control-q and Control-w provide the same motion commands to TEX
segments.

There are two ways to remove overlays - by turning off TXLisp Overlay
mode or by deleting all the characters belonging to an overlay. A user can turn
off the mode by pressing Control-b. This removes all the overlays from a buffer
and also removes the TXLisp Overlay mode key bingdings. If a user deletes all
the characters from an overlay, this overlay will be removed. As an indication
of overlay removal, the program removes overlay delimiters.

5A standard minor mode prefic key in Emacs
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Appendix A

TXLisp Default Keymap

The table below lists only the special commands defined by TLips. In order to
obtain more information about a current keymap a user has to press Control-h b.

Tag Insertion Commands
Control-t Control-c txlisp-print-conv-begin-tag
Control-t Control-v txlisp-print-conv-end-tag
Control-t Control-d txlisp-print-eval-begin-tag
Control-t Control-f txlisp-print-eval-end-tag
Control-t Control-x txlisp-print-eval-print-begin-tag
Control-t Control-z txlisp-print-eval-print-end-tag
Control-t Control-a txlisp-print-eval-print-last-begin-tag
Control-t Control-s txlisp-print-eval-print-last-end-tag

Compilation Command
Control-t Control-j txlisp-compile

Output Processing Commands
Control-t Control-n txlisp-open-output-file-other-window
Control-t Control-k txlisp-latex-compile-output
Control-t Control-r txlisp-tex-compile-output
Control-t Control-u txlisp-view-output-dvi
Control-t Control-x txlisp-print-eval-print-begin-tag
Control-t Control-z txlisp-print-eval-print-end-tag
Control-t Control-a txlisp-print-eval-print-last-begin-tag
Control-t Control-s txlisp-print-eval-print-last-end-tag

Miscellaneous Commands
Control-t Control-b txlisp-overlay-mode
Control-t Control-t txlisp-toggle-keymap
Control-t Control-h txlisp-bindings
Control-t Control-y txlisp-update-tag
Control-t Control-g keyboard-quit





Appendix B

TXLisp Major Mode
Implementation

;File name: txlisp.el
;Author: Seppo Sandberg
;Date 21 April 2002
;
;This file is a part of author’s final year project and contains code
;for TXLisp major mode. TXLisp is a name given to a concept where by
;using special tags Lisp can be embedded to Tex documents and a TXLisp
;compiler will then produce a normal tex document by evaluating and
;removing Lisp segments from the output.
;
;At first in this file are variables and function needed for defining
;the new major mode. They are followed by the compilation variables
;and the main compilation
;function and auxiliary functions used in the compilation
;process. Last in this file are definitions of command
;functions, i.e. function that can be called by a user, and face and
;keywords definitions for syntax highlighting.

;txlisp-mode-hook is a variable for storing the names of functions that
;will be called when txlisp-mode is entered. ’add-hook’ commands right
;after the variable definition stores ’turn-on-font-lock’ to the
;variable, which effectively turns on syntax highlighting in a buffer
;when the buffer enters txlisp-mode.
(defvar txlisp-mode-hook nil
"*List of functions to call when entering TXLisp mode.")

(add-hook ’txlisp-mode-hook ’turn-on-font-lock)

;txlisp-current-map is really only an auxiliary variable used by
;’txlisp-toggle-keymap’ function. This variable is used as an
;indicator, which keymap is currently used - Lisp or Tex.
(defvar txlisp-current-map
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"TXLisp mode uses two different keymaps and txlisp-current-map is an
auxiliary variable to keep track, which one of the keymaps is
currently active." nil)

;txlisp-mode is the core function of the major mode. It prepares the
;buffer by killing all local variables. Then it sets the ’major-mode’
;variable’s value to ’txlisp-mode’, changes the text in the status
;bar on the bottom of the window to "TXLisp" and sets buffer’s keymap
;to txlisp-mode’s keymap. As mentioned before ’txlisp-current-map’ is an
;auxiliary variable used by function ’txlisp-toggle-keymap’. This is
;required, because the data in a buffer consists of Tex data and Lisp
;data and a user is wanted to give the opportunity to choose a well
;defined keymap depending on the data currently operated. The syntax
;table of txlisp-mode defines ’-’ (ascii 45) to be a part of a word,
;which causes syntax highlighting functions to highlight identifiers
;with hyphenations correctly. ’%’ (ascii 37) is defined to begin a
;comment and ’line-feed’ (ascii 10) and ’form-feed’ (ascii 12)
;characters end a comment. ’font-lock-keywords-alist’ stores keywords
;for each mode according to which syntax highlighting is then carried
;out. ’font-lock-add-keywords’ adds keywords used by txlisp-mode to
;that variable. Finally ’run-hooks’ runs the functions stored into
;’txlisp-mode-hook’ variable. By default this only turn on
;’font-lock-mode’, i.e. syntax highlighting.
(defun txlisp-mode ()
"Major mode for editing TXLisp files."
(interactive)
(kill-all-local-variables)
(setq major-mode ’txlisp-mode)
(setq mode-name "TXLisp")
(use-local-map txlisp-mode-map)
(setq txlisp-current-map t)
(setq txlisp-syntax-table (standard-syntax-table))
(modify-syntax-entry ’45 "w")
(modify-syntax-entry ’37 "<")
(modify-syntax-entry ’10 ">")
(modify-syntax-entry ’12 ">")
(make-local-variable ’font-lock-keywords-alist)
(font-lock-add-keywords ’txlisp-mode txlisp-keywords)
(run-hooks ’txlisp-mode-hook)

)

;txlisp-mode-map stores the standard keymap for
;’txlisp-mode’. All the txlisp commands are stored behind ’C-t’ prefix
;key. ’\\{txlisp-mode-map} causes the special key bindings to
;be read from the variable itself when the help documentation for the
;variable is read.
(defvar txlisp-mode-map nil
"Keymap for TXLisp mode.

Special commands:
\\{txlisp-mode-map}")
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(if txlisp-mode-map nil
(setq txlisp-mode-map (make-sparse-keymap))
(define-prefix-command ’txlisp-commands)
(define-key txlisp-mode-map "\C-t" ’txlisp-commands)
(define-key txlisp-mode-map "\C-t\C-c" ’txlisp-print-conv-begin-tag)
(define-key txlisp-mode-map "\C-t\C-v" ’txlisp-print-conv-end-tag)
(define-key txlisp-mode-map "\C-t\C-d" ’txlisp-print-eval-begin-tag)
(define-key txlisp-mode-map "\C-t\C-f" ’txlisp-print-eval-end-tag)
(define-key txlisp-mode-map "\C-t\C-z" ’txlisp-print-eval-print-begin-tag)
(define-key txlisp-mode-map "\C-t\C-x" ’txlisp-print-eval-print-end-tag)
(define-key txlisp-mode-map "\C-t\C-a" ’txlisp-print-eval-print-last-begin-tag)
(define-key txlisp-mode-map "\C-t\C-s" ’txlisp-print-eval-print-last-end-tag)
(define-key txlisp-mode-map "\C-t\C-h" ’txlisp-bindings)
(define-key txlisp-mode-map "\C-t\C-t" ’txlisp-toggle-keymap)
(define-key txlisp-mode-map "\C-t\C-b" ’txlisp-overlay-mode)
(define-key txlisp-mode-map "\C-t\C-j" ’txlisp-compile)
(define-key txlisp-mode-map "\C-t\C-n" ’txlisp-open-output-file-other-window)
(define-key txlisp-mode-map "\C-t\C-k" ’txlisp-latex-compile-output)
(define-key txlisp-mode-map "\C-t\C-r" ’txlisp-tex-compile-output)
(define-key txlisp-mode-map "\C-t\C-u" ’txlisp-view-output-dvi)
(define-key txlisp-mode-map "\C-t\C-y" ’txlisp-update-tag)
(define-key txlisp-mode-map "\C-t\C-g" ’keyboard-quit))

;This function is really a ’pseudo-hack’. By default in emacs keymaps
;’C-h’ describes bindings for a prefix key. The author could not find
;out, how this is done so this function is bound to ’C-t C-h’ in txlisp
;standard keymap which effectively provides correct behaviour. The
;pitfall of this approach is that if a user redefines the keymap this
;approach will not work anymore.
(defun txlisp-bindings ()
(interactive)
(describe-bindings "\C-t"))

;As mentioned before txlisp allows a user to toggle between two different
;keymaps. This variable stores a keymap with default
;’lisp-interaction-mode’ key definitions. In this keymap ’C-t’ is
;defined to be a prefix key for txlisp-commands. In addition some
;regular lisp commands have been defined.
(defvar txlisp-lisp-map ’(keymap
(20 . txlisp-commands)
(10 . eval-print-last-sexp)
(27 keymap

(9 . lisp-complete-symbol)
(24 . eval-defun)
keymap
(17 . indent-sexp))

keymap
(127 . backward-delete-char-untabify)
(27 keymap

(17 . indent-sexp)))
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"Lisp keymap used under TXLisp.
Special commands:
\\{txlisp-lisp-map}")

;This is the second available keymap and by default stores ’tex-mode’s
;standard keymap apart from ’C-t’ being a prefix key to txlisp commands.
(defvar txlisp-tex-map ’(keymap
(20 . txlisp-commands)
(C-return . tex-feed-input)
(10 . tex-terminate-paragraph)
(34 . tex-insert-quote)
(menu-bar keymap
(tex "TeX" keymap

(tex-file "TeX File" .
tex-file)

(tex-buffer "TeX Buffer" .
tex-buffer)

(tex-region "TeX Region" .
tex-region)

(tex-validate-buffer
"Validate Buffer" .
tex-validate-buffer)

(tex-validate-region
"Validate Region" .
tex-validate-region)

(tex-bibtex-file "BibTeX File" .
tex-bibtex-file)

(tex-view "Tex View" . tex-view)
(tex-print "Tex Print" .

tex-print)
(tex-alt-print

"Tex Print (alt printer)" .
tex-alt-print)

(tex-show-print-queue
"Show Print Queue" .
tex-show-print-queue)

(tex-recenter-output-buffer
"Tex Recenter" .
tex-recenter-output-buffer)

(tex-kill-job "Tex Kill" .
tex-kill-job)
"TeX"))

(3 keymap (13 . tex-feed-input)
(21 . tex-goto-last-unclosed-latex-block)
(5 . tex-close-latex-block)
(15 . tex-latex-block)
(9 . tex-bibtex-file)
(6 . tex-file)
(2 . tex-buffer)
(18 . tex-region)
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(123 . tex-insert-braces)
(125 . up-list)
(22 . tex-view)
(16 . tex-print)
(17 . tex-show-print-queue)
(12 . tex-recenter-output-buffer)
(11 . tex-kill-job)))

"Tex keymap used under TXLisp.
Special commands:
\\{txlisp-lisp-map}")

;txlisp-toggle-keymap switches between the two available keymaps. In
;addition it changes the behaviour of ’TAB’ key to correspond either
;normal Lisp or regular Tex behaviour.
(defun txlisp-toggle-keymap ()

(interactive)
(if txlisp-current-map

(progn
(setq txlisp-local-map txlisp-lisp-map)
(use-local-map txlisp-local-map)
(setq indent-line-function ’lisp-indent-line)
(setq txlisp-current-map nil)
(message "Lisp-Mode map")
);progn

(progn
;;(define-key txlisp-mode-map "\C-j" ’tex-terminate-paragraph)
(setq txlisp-local-map txlisp-tex-map)
(use-local-map txlisp-local-map)
(setq indent-line-function ’indent-to-left-margin)
(setq txlisp-current-map t)
(message "Tex-Mode map")
) ; progn

)
)

;When evaluating a region for printing out a value during compilation,
;a value from evaluation is received in a form of a character stream
;and are stored into a list. These stream begin and end delimiters are
;used when printing out values from that list.
(defvar txlisp-stream-begin-delimiter "b"
"Denotes beginning of a stream")
(defvar txlisp-stream-end-delimiter "e"
"Denotes end of a stream")

;In the following are defined TXLisp file type extension and the 8
;special tags used for dividing a
;txlisp file into tex and lisp segments. A default TXLisp file type
;extension is ’.txlisp’. Eval begin and end tags define a
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;region which is evaluated any values from evaluation are
;discarded. Eval-print begin and end tags define a region which is
;evaluated and a value from each s-expression inside the region is
;printed after the end tag a whitespace separating the
;values. However, after the last value there will not be added any
;whitespaces. Eval-print-last tags define a region which is evaluated
;and values apart from the value from the last s-expression within the
;region are discarded. The value from the last s-expression is printed
;into output. Conv begin and end tags defined a region to be used as
;an argument in a Lisp function. Effectively such a region is
;encapsulated inside double quotation marks and double quotation marks
;and backslashes inside the region are preceded by an escape character
;’\’. At first it was thought that these tags would be read as
;comments by a tex compiler but later it became evident that this
;would not comment out whole regions without complicated input
;procedures. Therefore, the idea was given up, because it would then
;only ruin syntax highlighting. This is the reason why these tags
;should not contain ’%’ mark.

(defvar txlisp-file-type-extension ".txlisp"
"Default TXLisp file type extension is ’.txlisp’.")
(defvar txlisp-eval-begin-tag "/<eb>"
"Denotes the beginning of a region for evaluation")
(defvar txlisp-eval-end-tag "/<ee>"
"Denotes the end of a region for evaluation")
(defvar txlisp-eval-print-begin-tag "/<epb>"
"Denotes the beginning of a region which is to be evaluated and whose values
are to be printed.")
(defvar txlisp-eval-print-end-tag "/<epe>"
"Denotes the end of a region which is to be evaluated and whose values are to
be printed.")
(defvar txlisp-eval-print-last-begin-tag "/<eplb>"
"Denotes the beginning of a region which is to be evaluated and from which
the value of the last sexp is to be printed.")
(defvar txlisp-eval-print-last-end-tag "/<eple>"
"Denotes the end of a region which is to be evaluated and from which
the value of the last sexp is to be printed.")
(defvar txlisp-conv-begin-tag "/<convb>"
"Denotes the beginning of a region which is to be converted to a valid
argument to a lisp function.")
(defvar txlisp-conv-end-tag "/<conve>"
"Denotes the end of a region which is to be converted to a valid
argument to a lisp function.")

;Following command adds to auto-mode-alist TXLisp file
;type extension together with ’txlisp-mode’, if the information is not
;there already. auto-mode-alist stores combinations of regular
;expression and Emacs modes to allow Emacs to enter a particular mode
;when a user opens a file or creates a buffer with a name which
;matches the regular expression.
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(add-to-list ’auto-mode-alist (cons (concat "\\"
txlisp-file-type-extension "\\’")
’txlisp-mode))

;txlisp-compile is the main compilation function. ’read-file-name’
;function does not allow a user to proceed until a valid file name has
;been given so other checks for file existency are not done. The
;following if statement only check whether the file type of an input
;file is correct. Then the same file name is used for an output file
;as well with the distinction of changed file type extension. ’catch’
;clause indicates where the program jump in a case of an
;error. Effectively this means that in a case of an error the program
;changes to a buffer where the error occurred, prints out an error
;message and quits processing. ’generate-new-buffer’ creates an unique
;buffer, where is then loaded the contents of the input file, point is
;moved to the beginning of the buffer and then conversion begins
;by a call to ’txlisp-convert’. After finishing off the conversion the
;buffer is saved under the destination name defined earlier, the
;processing buffer is closed and control is returned to the buffer
;from which the function was called.
(defun txlisp-compile ()
(interactive)
(let ((txlisp-source-file)

(txlisp-destination-file))
(setq txlisp-source-file (expand-file-name (read-file-name

"Enter file name: "
(concat

default-directory
(buffer-name))

buffer-file-name
t
)))

(if (equal (file-name-extension txlisp-source-file t)
txlisp-file-type-extension)

(progn
;The destination file name is the original file name but the
;file type is changed to ’.tex’
(setq txlisp-destination-file

(txlisp-change-file-type-extension ".tex"))
(catch ’txlisp-error
(progn
(save-excursion

(set-buffer (generate-new-buffer "*TXLisp Processing Buffer*"))
(insert-file-contents txlisp-source-file)
(beginning-of-buffer)
(txlisp-convert)
(write-file txlisp-destination-file)
(kill-buffer nil)
);end of save-excursion

) ;progn
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) ;catch
) ; THEN progn

(progn
(message (concat "Error: " (file-name-nondirectory txlisp-source-file)
" is not a TXLisp file"))
) ; ELSE progn

) ; if
) ; let

) ;end of txlisp-compile

;txlisp-convert coordinates conversion. It runs as long as there are
;unprocessed tags in a buffer. The idea is to traverse through buffer
;tag by tag. If a begin tag is found then the position and the type of
;the tag is stored into a stack. In a case of an end tag a position is
;popped from the stack to define a region. The type of an end tag
;decides the procedure applied to a region. However, in a case end tag
;does not match with a begin tag currently on top of a stack an error
;message is printed, the current window is split and the processing
;buffer is displayed and processing of the buffer is stopped. In any
;case this way of traversing forces the evaluation process to go
;from inside to outside, i.e. inner-most segment is evaluated first.
;txlisp-convert uses three auxiliary functions:
;txlisp-convert-conv-region, txlisp-convert-eval-region and
;txlisp-convert-eval-print-region.
(defun txlisp-convert ()
"Converts a region to a valid Lisp function argument."
(let ((txlisp-stack)

(txlisp-next))
(while (setq txlisp-next (txlisp-next-tag (point)))
(cond ((equal (car txlisp-next) ’cb) ; conv-begin-tag
(txlisp-find-tag txlisp-conv-begin-tag)
(setq txlisp-stack (cons txlisp-next txlisp-stack))
)

((equal (car txlisp-next) ’ce) ; conv-end-tag
(if (equal (car (car txlisp-stack)) ’cb)

(progn
(txlisp-find-tag txlisp-conv-end-tag)
(txlisp-convert-conv-region (point-marker)

(car (cdr (car txlisp-stack))))
(setq txlisp-stack (cdr txlisp-stack))
) ; THEN progn

(progn
(switch-to-buffer-other-window (current-buffer))
(message "Mismatching tags: Conv-begin tag missing")
(throw ’txlisp-error nil)
) ; ELSE progn

) ; if
)

((equal (car txlisp-next) ’eb) ; eval-begin-tag
(txlisp-find-tag txlisp-eval-begin-tag)
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(setq txlisp-stack (cons txlisp-next txlisp-stack))
)
((equal (car txlisp-next) ’ee) ; eval-end-tag
(if (equal (car (car txlisp-stack)) ’eb)

(progn
(txlisp-find-tag txlisp-eval-end-tag)
(txlisp-convert-eval-region (point-marker)

(car (cdr (car txlisp-stack))))
(setq txlisp-stack (cdr txlisp-stack))
) ; THEN progn

(progn
(switch-to-buffer-other-window (current-buffer))
(message "Mismatching tags: Eval-begin tag missing")
(throw ’txlisp-error nil)
) ; ELSE progn

) ; if
)
((equal (car txlisp-next) ’epb) ; eval-print-begin-tag
(txlisp-find-tag txlisp-eval-print-begin-tag)
(setq txlisp-stack (cons txlisp-next txlisp-stack))
)
((equal (car txlisp-next) ’epe) ; eval-print-end-tag
(if (equal (car (car txlisp-stack)) ’epb)

(progn
(txlisp-find-tag txlisp-eval-print-end-tag)
(txlisp-convert-eval-print-region (point-marker)
(car (cdr

(car txlisp-stack)))
txlisp-eval-print-begin-tag
txlisp-eval-print-end-tag
nil)

(setq txlisp-stack (cdr txlisp-stack))
) ; THEN progn

(progn
(switch-to-buffer-other-window (current-buffer))
(message "Mismatching tags: Eval-print-begin tag missing")
(throw ’txlisp-error nil)
) ; ELSE progn

) ; if
)

((equal (car txlisp-next) ’eplb) ; eval-print-last-begin-tag
(txlisp-find-tag txlisp-eval-print-last-begin-tag)
(setq txlisp-stack (cons txlisp-next txlisp-stack))
)
((equal (car txlisp-next) ’eple) ; eval-print-last-end-tag
(if (equal (car (car txlisp-stack)) ’eplb)

(progn
(txlisp-find-tag txlisp-eval-print-last-end-tag)
(txlisp-convert-eval-print-region
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(point-marker)
(car (cdr (car txlisp-stack)))
txlisp-eval-print-last-begin-tag
txlisp-eval-print-last-end-tag t)
(setq txlisp-stack (cdr txlisp-stack))
) ; THEN progn

(progn
(switch-to-buffer-other-window (current-buffer))
(message
"Mismatching tags: Eval-print-last-begin tag missing")

(throw ’txlisp-error nil)
) ; ELSE progn

) ; if
)

) ; cond
) ; while

) ; let
) ; txlisp-convert

;txlisp-convert-conv-region prepares tex segments to be used as
;arguments in lisp functions. The two arguments for the function
;txlisp-current and txlisp-stack are the current-position and current
;state of the stack. The end of a region is the current position in a
;buffer and the beginning of a region is popped from the stack. The
;the buffer is narrowed to this region, i.e. only this region is
;visible to the program. Then two replace-searches are run through
;this region: first one escapes all backslashes and the second one
;escapes all double quotation marks. The it is only question of
;replacing the tags with double quotation marks and returning the
;stack with its new state.
(defun txlisp-convert-conv-region (txlisp-end txlisp-begin)
(condition-case txlisp-error-case

(progn
(narrow-to-region txlisp-begin txlisp-end)
(goto-char txlisp-begin)
(while (search-forward "\\" nil t)
(replace-match "\\\\" nil t))

(goto-char txlisp-begin)
(while (search-forward "\"" nil t)
(replace-match "\\\"" nil t))

(widen)
(goto-char txlisp-begin)
(backward-delete-char (length txlisp-conv-begin-tag))
(insert "\"")
(txlisp-delete-forward-whitespace)
(goto-char txlisp-end)
(backward-delete-char (length txlisp-conv-end-tag))
(txlisp-delete-backward-whitespace)
(insert "\"")
(setq txlisp-end nil)
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) ; progn
(error (switch-to-buffer-other-window (current-buffer))

(message (error-message-string txlisp-error-case))
(throw ’txlisp-error nil))
) ; condition-case

) ; defun

;txlisp-convert-eval-region evaluates s-expressions inside a region and
;then removes the region from an output. ’txlisp-current’ and
;txlisp-stack’ store a current position in a buffer and a current state
;of the stack. Since only the area inside the tags is evaluated, the
;length of the tag is subtracted from the current position and the
;value is stored to ’txlisp-end’. Since after a match a search returns
;a position after a match the beginning of an area can simply be
;popped from the stack. However, when defining the area to be deleted
;the length of the begin tag must be subtracted from the beginning
;position. After removing the area the function returns a new state of
;the stack.
(defun txlisp-convert-eval-region (txlisp-current txlisp-begin)
(condition-case txlisp-error-case

(let ((txlisp-end (- txlisp-current
(length txlisp-eval-end-tag))))

(eval-region txlisp-begin txlisp-end)
(goto-char txlisp-current)
(delete-region (- txlisp-begin (length txlisp-eval-begin-tag))

(point))
(if (and (equal (point) (line-end-position))
(not (equal (point) 1)))

(delete-char 1))
nil
) ; let

(error (switch-to-buffer-other-window (current-buffer))
(message (error-message-string txlisp-error-case))
(throw ’txlisp-error nil))
) ; condition-case

) ; defun

;txlisp-convert-eval-print-region evalluate s-expressions inside a
;region and print either all the results or only the last one of them
;into output. The flag parameter indicates which one of these
;behaviour the function should have. For evaluating a region the
;function does not anymore use ’eval-region’ but specifically tailored
;function ’txlisp-eval-and-print’. The result from this function is
;stored into a variable and the region is then deleted. After deletion
;the result(s) from the variable are printed into the buffer and the
;function returns the new state of the stack.
(defun txlisp-convert-eval-print-region (txlisp-current
txlisp-begin txlisp-begin-tag
txlisp-end-tag flag)
(condition-case txlisp-error-case
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(let ((txlisp-end (- txlisp-current
(length txlisp-end-tag)))
(txlisp-results))

(setq txlisp-results (txlisp-eval-and-print txlisp-begin txlisp-end))
(goto-char txlisp-current)
(setq txlisp-current nil)
(delete-region (- txlisp-begin (length txlisp-begin-tag))

(point))
(if (and (equal (point) (line-end-position))
(not (equal (point) (point-max))))

(delete-char 1))
(if flag

(setq txlisp-results (txlisp-get-last-value txlisp-results)))
(txlisp-print-list txlisp-results)
nil
) ; let

(error (switch-to-buffer-other-window (current-buffer))
(message (error-message-string txlisp-error-case))
(throw ’txlisp-error nil))
) ; condition-case

) ; defun

;txlisp-delete-forward-white deletes all the whitespaces, new lines and
;tabs following the point .
(defun txlisp-delete-forward-whitespace ()
"Deletes all the whitespaces, new lines and tabs following the point."
(interactive)
(let ((txlisp-current-char))
(while (cond (t (setq txlisp-current-char

(string-to-char
(buffer-substring (point) (+ (point) 1))))
(if (or (equal txlisp-current-char 32)
(equal txlisp-current-char 10)
(equal txlisp-current-char 9))

(progn
(delete-char 1)
t
) ; THEN-progn

nil
); if

) ; t
); cond

) ; while
) ; let

) ; txlisp-delete-forward-whitespace

;txlisp-delete-backward-whitespace deletes all the whitespaces, new
;lines and tabs preceeding the point.
(defun txlisp-delete-backward-whitespace ()
"Deletes all the whitespaces, new lines and tabs preceeding the point."
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(interactive)
(let ((txlisp-current-char)

(txlisp-deleted-any-chars))
(while (cond (t (setq txlisp-current-char

(string-to-char
(buffer-substring (- (point) 1) (point))))
(if (or (equal txlisp-current-char 32)
(equal txlisp-current-char 10)
(equal txlisp-current-char 9))

(progn
(setq txlisp-deleted-any-chars t)
(delete-char -1)
t
) ; THEN-progn

(progn
(if txlisp-deleted-any-chars

(insert " ")
) ; if

nil
) ; ELSE-progn

); if
) ; t

); cond
) ; while

) ; let
) ; txlisp-delete-backward-whitespace

;txlisp-find-tag searches forward to a next occurrence of a tag given
;as an argument and moves the point in a buffer after the match found.
(defun txlisp-find-tag (txlisp-tag)

"Finds the next occurrence of a ’tag’."
(re-search-forward txlisp-tag nil t))

;txlisp-find-tag-and-return searches forward for a tag given as an
;argument and returns the point of a next match found.
(defun txlisp-find-tag-and-return (txlisp-start txlisp-tag)

"Finds the next occurrence of a ’tag’, returns to start point and
returns the location of the ’tag’."

(let ((txlisp-output (re-search-forward txlisp-tag nil t)))
(goto-char txlisp-start)
txlisp-output))

;txlisp-next-tag takes one argument where is stored the starting point
;of searching. Then the function calls ’txlisp-find-tag-and-return’ for
;each one of the pre-defined tags and compares results to determine
;which one of the tags is closest one after a current point. The
;function returns a pair ot type (tag-identifier location).
(defun txlisp-next-tag (txlisp-start)

"Decides which kind of tag is closest after ’start’."
(condition-case txlisp-error-case
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(let ((txlisp-next (list ’any (point-max)))
(txlisp-temp))

(setq txlisp-temp (txlisp-find-tag-and-return
txlisp-start txlisp-conv-begin-tag))

(if (and (not (equal txlisp-temp nil))
(<= txlisp-temp (cadr txlisp-next)))

(setq txlisp-next (list ’cb txlisp-temp)))
(setq txlisp-temp (txlisp-find-tag-and-return
txlisp-start txlisp-conv-end-tag))

(if (and (not (equal txlisp-temp nil))
(<= txlisp-temp (cadr txlisp-next)))

(setq txlisp-next (list ’ce txlisp-temp)))
(setq txlisp-temp (txlisp-find-tag-and-return
txlisp-start txlisp-eval-begin-tag))

(if (and (not (equal txlisp-temp nil))
(<= txlisp-temp (cadr txlisp-next)))

(setq txlisp-next (list ’eb txlisp-temp)))
(setq txlisp-temp (txlisp-find-tag-and-return
txlisp-start txlisp-eval-end-tag))

(if (and (not (equal txlisp-temp nil))
(<= txlisp-temp (cadr txlisp-next)))

(setq txlisp-next (list ’ee txlisp-temp)))
(setq txlisp-temp (txlisp-find-tag-and-return
txlisp-start txlisp-eval-print-begin-tag))

(if (and (not (equal txlisp-temp nil))
(<= txlisp-temp (cadr txlisp-next)))

(setq txlisp-next (list ’epb txlisp-temp)))
(setq txlisp-temp (txlisp-find-tag-and-return
txlisp-start txlisp-eval-print-end-tag))

(if (and (not (equal txlisp-temp nil))
(<= txlisp-temp (cadr txlisp-next)))

(setq txlisp-next (list ’epe txlisp-temp)))
(setq txlisp-temp (txlisp-find-tag-and-return
txlisp-start txlisp-eval-print-last-begin-tag))

(if (and (not (equal txlisp-temp nil))
(<= txlisp-temp (cadr txlisp-next)))

(setq txlisp-next (list ’eplb txlisp-temp)))
(setq txlisp-temp (txlisp-find-tag-and-return
txlisp-start txlisp-eval-print-last-end-tag))

(if (and (not (equal txlisp-temp nil))
(<= txlisp-temp (cadr txlisp-next)))

(setq txlisp-next (list ’eple txlisp-temp)))
(if (equal (car txlisp-next) ’any)

(setq txlisp-next nil))
txlisp-next
) ; let

(error (switch-to-buffer-other-window (current-buffer))
(message (error-message-string txlisp-error-case))
(throw ’txlisp-error nil))
) ; condition-case
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) ; defun

;txlisp-eval-and-print is a modified version of normal
;’eval-region’. ’eval-region’ can return its value as a stream of
;characters. In ’txlisp-eval-and-print’ this stream is directed into a
;lambda function, which stores each character from the stream as a
;list element. In the stream values are separated by ’new-line’
;characters. However, in order to allow strings to contain ’new-line’s
;after a quote a flag is set to allow storing these values. Otherwise,
;’new-line’ characters are replaced by stream begin and end
;characters. A return value from this function is a list of ascii
;character separated by stream begin and end delimiters.
(defun txlisp-eval-and-print (txlisp-begin txlisp-end)
"Finds specified tags, evaluates sexps inside them and prints results."
(condition-case txlisp-error-case

(let ((txlisp-output)
(txlisp-delimiter-flag)
(txlisp-string-flag)
(txlisp-escape-flag))

(eval-region
txlisp-begin txlisp-end
(lambda (x)
(cond ((and (equal x 34) ;in a case of an unescaped quote toggle

(not txlisp-escape-flag)) ;string flag to allow
(if txlisp-string-flag ;new lines inside strings

(setq txlisp-string-flag nil)
(setq txlisp-string-flag t)
) ; if txlisp-string-flag

(setq txlisp-output (append txlisp-output (list x)))
) ; and equal x 34
((equal x 92) ; (ascii 92 = ’\’)
(setq txlisp-escape-flag t)
(setq txlisp-output (append txlisp-output (list x)))
) ; equal x 92
((and (equal x 10) ; new-line

(not txlisp-string-flag)) ; and not inside a string
(if (equal txlisp-delimiter-flag nil) ; either

(progn ; print stream begin delimiter
(setq txlisp-output

(append txlisp-output
(list
txlisp-stream-begin-delimiter)))

(setq txlisp-delimiter-flag t)
) ; THEN-progn

(progn ; or stream end delimiter
(setq txlisp-output

(append txlisp-output
(list txlisp-stream-end-delimiter)))
(setq txlisp-delimiter-flag nil)
) ; ELSE-progn
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) ; if
) ; and equal x 10

(t (setq txlisp-output (append txlisp-output (list x)))
(setq txlisp-escape-flag nil)))))

txlisp-output)
(error (switch-to-buffer-other-window (current-buffer))
(message (error-message-string txlisp-error-case))
(throw ’txlisp-error nil))
) ;condition-case

) ;defun

;txlisp-print-list prints into a buffer a list produced by
;’txlisp-eval-and-print’. When printing this list all stream delimiters
;are removed together with double quotation marks right after and
;before these delimiters and also escape characters preceding double
;quotation marks and backslashes. Also ’nil’ values are omitted.
(defun txlisp-print-list (txlisp-x)
"Prints out a list."
(condition-case txlisp-error-case

(while txlisp-x
(cond ((equal (car txlisp-x) txlisp-stream-begin-delimiter)

(setq txlisp-x (cdr txlisp-x))
(cond ((equal (car txlisp-x) 34) ;remove ’"’ from beginning
(setq txlisp-x (cdr txlisp-x))
) ; char-equal 34
((and (equal (car txlisp-x) 110) ; and ’nil’ values

(equal (car (cdr txlisp-x)) 105) ; also
(equal (car (cdr (cdr txlisp-x))) 108)
(equal (car (cdr (cdr (cdr txlisp-x))))
txlisp-stream-end-delimiter))

(setq txlisp-x (cdr (cdr (cdr (cdr txlisp-x)))))
); nil value ’and’
); cond inside txlisp-tream-begin-delimiter
) ; txlisp-stream-begin-delimiter
((equal (car txlisp-x) txlisp-stream-end-delimiter)
(if (equal (length txlisp-x) 1)

(setq txlisp-x (cdr txlisp-x))
(progn

(insert " ")
(setq txlisp-x (cdr txlisp-x))
) ; progn

) ; if equal length txlisp-x 1
) ; txlisp-stream-end-delimiter
((and (equal (car txlisp-x) 92) ; drop off ’\’ before ’"’

(equal (car (cdr txlisp-x)) 34))
(setq txlisp-x (cdr txlisp-x))
(insert (car txlisp-x))
(setq txlisp-x (cdr txlisp-x))
) ; ’\’ dropping before ’"’
((and (equal (car txlisp-x) 92) ; drop off ’\’ before ’\’
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(equal (car (cdr txlisp-x)) 92))
(setq txlisp-x (cdr txlisp-x))
(insert (car txlisp-x))
(setq txlisp-x (cdr txlisp-x))
) ; ’\’ dropping before ’\’

((and (equal (car txlisp-x) 34) ; remove trailing ’"’
(equal (car (cdr txlisp-x)) txlisp-stream-end-delimiter))

(setq txlisp-x (cdr (cdr txlisp-x)))
) ; ’"’ removing

(t (insert (car txlisp-x))
(setq txlisp-x (cdr txlisp-x))
) ; t

) ; cond
) ; while

(error (switch-to-buffer-other-window (current-buffer))
(message (error-message-string txlisp-error-case))
(throw ’txlisp-error nil))
) ; condition-case

) ; txlisp-print-list

;txlisp-get-last-value can be used on a list obtained from
;’txlisp-eval-and-print’ to retrieve the last value in a list of
;values. The function does this by reversing the list given as an
;argument, copying values to another list until a stream begin
;delimiter is found, reverses the list where values haven been copied
;and finally returns this list.
(defun txlisp-get-last-value (txlisp-results)
"Searches the last one of the results and returns it."
(condition-case txlisp-error-case

(let ((txlisp-found)
(txlisp-final))

(setq txlisp-results (reverse txlisp-results))
(while (not txlisp-found)

(if (equal (car txlisp-results) txlisp-stream-begin-delimiter)
(progn
(setq txlisp-found t)
(setq txlisp-final (append txlisp-final

(list (car txlisp-results))))
) ; THEN-progn

(progn
(setq txlisp-final (append txlisp-final (list (car txlisp-results))))
(setq txlisp-results (cdr txlisp-results))
) ; ELSE-progn

) ; if
) ; while

(setq txlisp-final (reverse txlisp-final))
)

(error (switch-to-buffer-other-window (current-buffer))
(message (error-message-string txlisp-error-case))
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(throw ’txlisp-error nil))
) ; condition-case

) ; defun

;txlisp-latex-compile-output runs LaTeX on TXLisp output file.
(defun txlisp-latex-compile-output ()
"Runs LaTeX on TXLisp output file."
(interactive)
(txlisp-compile-output ’latex)
) ; txlisp-view-latex-output

;txlisp-tex-compile-output runs TeX on TXLisp output file.
(defun txlisp-tex-compile-output ()
"Runs TeX on TXLisp output file."
(interactive)
(txlisp-compile-output ’tex)
) ; txlisp-view-tex-output

;txlisp-compile-output calls either tex or latex compiler to the assumed
;output file. The name of an output file is obtained by calling a
;function txlisp-change-file-type-extension. Then the function
;checks, if a file exists with this name. If such file does not exist
;error is indicated.
(defun txlisp-compile-output (txlisp-user-option)
(let* ((txlisp-output-name (txlisp-change-file-type-extension ".tex")))
(progn

(if (file-exists-p txlisp-output-name)
(progn
(message (concat "Launching "
(symbol-name txlisp-user-option)
" compiler on "
txlisp-output-name
"..."))

(call-process
(cond ((equal txlisp-user-option ’tex) "tex")

((equal txlisp-user-option ’latex) "latex")
) ; cond
nil nil nil
(concat "\\nonstopmode\\input "
txlisp-output-name))

(message "Processing ready.")
) ; progn

(message "Error: compiled filed not available")
) ; if

) ; progn
) ; let

) ; txlisp-compile-output

;txlisp-view-output-dvi tries to find a .dvi file of the same name as a current
;TXLisp buffer and, if one is found, it tries to use command defined in
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;tex-dvi-view-command to display this file.
(defun txlisp-view-output-dvi ()
"txlisp-view-output-dvi tries to find a .dvi file of the same name as a

current TXLisp buffer and, if one is found, it tries to use command defined in
tex-dvi-view-command to display this file."
(interactive)
(let* ((txlisp-dvi-file (txlisp-change-file-type-extension ".dvi")))
(if tex-dvi-view-command

(progn
(if (file-exists-p txlisp-dvi-file)

(progn
(shell-command
(if (setq txlisp-index
(txlisp-string-with-asterisk-p
tex-dvi-view-command))
(concat (substring tex-dvi-view-command 0 txlisp-index)
txlisp-dvi-file
(substring tex-dvi-view-command

(+ txlisp-index 1)
(length tex-dvi-view-command))

"&")
(concat tex-dvi-view-command " " txlisp-dvi-file "&")
) "*TXLisp-DVI-Shell*")

) ;progn
(message "Error: DVI file not available")
) ;if

) ;progn
(message "Error: tex-dvi-view-command not defined")
) ;if

) ;let
) ; txlisp-view-output-dvi

;txlisp-string-with-asterisk-p test whether a string contains an asterisk.
;txlisp-view-output uses this function due to tex-dvi-view-command’s
;definition.
(defun txlisp-string-with-asterisk-p (any-string)
"Tests, whether a string contains an asterisk. If it does the return

value is an index before the asterisk."
(let ((count 0))
(while (cond ((= count (length any-string))

(setq count nil) nil)
((char-equal (aref any-string count) 42) nil)
(t (setq count (+ count 1)) t)))

count)
) ; txlisp-string-with-asterisk-p

;txlisp-open-output-file-other-window tries to split the screen and
;open an assumed output file in this new window. The name of an output
;file is obtained by calling a txlisp-changer-file-type-extension.
(defun txlisp-open-output-file-other-window ()
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(interactive)
(let* ((txlisp-output-name (txlisp-change-file-type-extension ".tex"))

(txlisp-output-buffer))
(cond ((setq txlisp-output-buffer (get-buffer txlisp-output-name))
(switch-to-buffer-other-window txlisp-output-buffer))
((file-exists-p txlisp-output-name)
(find-file-other-window txlisp-output-name))
(t (message "Error: compiled file not found"))
) ; cond
) ; let

) ; defun

(defun txlisp-change-file-type-extension (txlisp-new-file-type-extension)
"Changes a file type extension of a TXLisp file to

txlisp-new-file-type-extension. The dot is included in the file type extension."
(let* ((txlisp-input-name (buffer-name (current-buffer)))

(txlisp-input-name-length (length txlisp-input-name)))
(concat (substring txlisp-input-name 0 (- txlisp-input-name-length
(length
txlisp-file-type-extension)))

txlisp-new-file-type-extension)
) ; let

) ; txlisp-change-file-type-extension

(defun txlisp-print-conv-begin-tag ()
"Print conversion-begin-tag in current point in a buffer."
(interactive)
(insert txlisp-conv-begin-tag))

(defun txlisp-print-conv-end-tag ()
"Print conversion-end-tag in current point in a buffer."
(interactive)
(insert txlisp-conv-end-tag))

(defun txlisp-print-eval-begin-tag ()
"Print txlisp-eval-begin-tag in current point in a buffer."
(interactive)
(insert txlisp-eval-begin-tag))

(defun txlisp-print-eval-end-tag ()
"Print conversion-begin-tag in current point in a buffer."
(interactive)
(insert txlisp-eval-end-tag))

(defun txlisp-print-eval-print-begin-tag ()
"Print conversion-begin-tag in current point in a buffer."
(interactive)
(insert txlisp-eval-print-begin-tag))

(defun txlisp-print-eval-print-end-tag ()
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"Print conversion-begin-tag in current point in a buffer."
(interactive)
(insert txlisp-eval-print-end-tag))

(defun txlisp-print-eval-print-last-begin-tag ()
"Print conversion-begin-tag in current point in a buffer."
(interactive)
(insert txlisp-eval-print-last-begin-tag))

(defun txlisp-print-eval-print-last-end-tag ()
"Print conversion-begin-tag in current point in a buffer."
(interactive)
(insert txlisp-eval-print-last-end-tag))

;txlisp-update-tag provides a user interface for changing TXLisp tag
;values and updating the new values to TXLisp keyword list.
(defun txlisp-update-tag ()
"Ask a user which tag’s value should be updated and then asks the

user for a new value. After receiving a new value the new value the
function updates this value to TXLisp’s keyword list as well. The
function also toggles font-lock-mode off and on to make the changes
take place immediately."
(interactive)
(let ((txlisp-tag (completing-read "Enter the name of a tag: "
’(("txlisp-conv-begin-tag" 1)
("txlisp-conv-end-tag" 2)
("txlisp-eval-begin-tag" 3)
("txlisp-eval-end-tag" 4)
("txlisp-eval-print-begin-tag" 5)
("txlisp-eval-print-end-tag" 6)
("txlisp-eval-print-last-begin-tag" 7)
("txlisp-eval-print-last-end-tag" 8))

nil t "txlisp-" nil nil))
(txlisp-new-value))

(if (not (equal txlisp-tag ""))
(progn
(cond ((equal txlisp-tag "txlisp-conv-begin-tag")
(setq txlisp-conv-begin-tag

(read-string
"Enter a new value: "
nil nil txlisp-conv-begin-tag))
(txlisp-update-keywords (txlisp-conv-keywords-entry)))

((equal txlisp-tag "txlisp-conv-end-tag")
(setq txlisp-conv-end-tag

(read-string
"Enter a new value: "
nil nil txlisp-conv-end-tag))
(txlisp-update-keywords (txlisp-conv-keywords-entry)))

((equal txlisp-tag "txlisp-eval-begin-tag")
(setq txlisp-eval-begin-tag
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(read-string
"Enter a new value: "
nil nil txlisp-eval-begin-tag))
(txlisp-update-keywords (txlisp-eval-keywords-entry)))
((equal txlisp-tag "txlisp-eval-end-tag")
(setq txlisp-eval-end-tag

(read-string
"Enter a new value: "
nil nil txlisp-eval-end-tag))
(txlisp-update-keywords (txlisp-eval-keywords-entry)))
((equal txlisp-tag "txlisp-eval-print-begin-tag")
(setq txlisp-eval-print-begin-tag

(read-string
"Enter a new value: "
nil nil txlisp-eval-print-begin-tag))
(txlisp-update-keywords (txlisp-eval-print-keywords-entry)))
((equal txlisp-tag "txlisp-eval-print-end-tag")
(setq txlisp-eval-print-end-tag

(read-string
"Enter a new value: "
nil nil txlisp-eval-print-end-tag))
(txlisp-update-keywords (txlisp-eval-print-keywords-entry)))
((equal txlisp-tag "txlisp-eval-print-last-begin-tag")
(setq txlisp-eval-print-last-begin-tag

(read-string
"Enter a new value: "
nil nil txlisp-eval-print-last-begin-tag))
(txlisp-update-keywords
(txlisp-eval-print-last-keywords-entry)))

((equal txlisp-tag "txlisp-eval-print-last-end-tag")
(setq txlisp-eval-print-last-end-tag

(read-string
"Enter a new value: "
nil nil txlisp-eval-print-last-end-tag))
(txlisp-update-keywords
(txlisp-eval-print-last-keywords-entry))))
(font-lock-mode)
(font-lock-mode)
(message "Value updated")
) ; progn

) ; if
) ; let

) ; txlisp-update-tag

;txlisp-conv-tag-face defines a colour to be used in syntax
;highlighting for conv tags. The variable of the same name provides an
;access to this data
(defface txlisp-conv-tag-face
’((((class color))

(:background "white" :foreground "blueviolet"))
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(((class mono))
(:italic t)))
"Basic face for highlighting ’conv-tags’ in txlisp-mode."
;group ’txlisp-mode
)

(defvar txlisp-conv-tag-face ’txlisp-conv-tag-face)

;txlisp-eval-tag-face defines a colour to be used in syntax
;highlighting for eval tags. The variable of the same name provides an
;access to this data
(defface txlisp-eval-tag-face
’((((class color))

(:background "white" :foreground "gold"))
(((class mono))
(:italic t)))
"Basic face for highlighting ’conv-tags’ in txlisp-mode."
;group ’txlisp-mode
)

(defvar txlisp-eval-tag-face ’txlisp-eval-tag-face)

;txlisp-eval-print-tag-face defines a colour to be used in syntax
;highlighting for eval-print tags. The variable of the same name provides an
;access to this data
(defface txlisp-eval-print-tag-face
’((((class color))

(:background "white" :foreground "mediumslateblue"))
(((class mono))
(:italic t)))
"Basic face for highlighting ’conv-tags’ in txlisp-mode."
;group ’txlisp-mode
)

(defvar txlisp-eval-print-tag-face ’txlisp-eval-print-tag-face)

;txlisp-eval-print-last-tag-face defines a colour to be used in syntax
;highlighting for eval-print-last tags. The variable of the same name
;provides an access to this data
(defface txlisp-eval-print-last-tag-face
’((((class color))

(:background "white" :foreground "salmon"))
(((class mono))
(:italic t)))
"Basic face for highlighting ’conv-tags’ in txlisp-mode."
;group ’txlisp-mode
)

(defvar txlisp-eval-print-last-tag-face ’txlisp-eval-print-last-tag-face)

;txlisp-keywords define keywords and colour to go with them for syntax
;highlighting.
(defvar txlisp-keywords
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(list
(list (concat "\\(" txlisp-conv-begin-tag

"\\)\\|\\(" txlisp-conv-end-tag "\\)")
0 ’txlisp-conv-tag-face nil)
(list (concat "\\(" txlisp-eval-begin-tag

"\\)\\|\\(" txlisp-eval-end-tag "\\)")
0 ’txlisp-eval-tag-face nil)
(list (concat "\\(" txlisp-eval-print-begin-tag

"\\)\\|\\(" txlisp-eval-print-end-tag "\\)")
0 ’txlisp-eval-print-tag-face nil)
(list (concat "\\(" txlisp-eval-print-last-begin-tag

"\\)\\|\\(" txlisp-eval-print-last-end-tag "\\)")
0 ’txlisp-eval-print-last-tag-face nil)
)
"Default expressions to highlight in TXLisp mode.")

;txlisp-extra-keywords define the regular keywords used by ’tex-mode’
;and ’lisp-interaction-mode’ and colour to go with these keywords.
(setq txlisp-extra-keywords

’(("\\\\\\(begin\\|end\\|title\\){\\([^}]+\\)"
(2 font-lock-function-name-face))
("\\\\\\(chapter\\|new\\(command\\*?\\|environment\\*?\\|theorem\\*?\\)\\|par\\(agraph\\*?\\|t\\)\\|renewcommand\\*?\\|s\\(ection\\*?\\|ub\\(paragraph\\*?\\|s\\(ection\\*?\\|ub\\(paragraph\\*?\\|section\\*?\\)\\)\\)\\)\\)\\(\\[[^]]*\\]\\)?{\\([^}]+\\)"
(9 font-lock-function-name-face))
("\\\\\\(addto\\(counter\\|length\\)\\|newcounter\\*?\\|set\\(counter\\|length\\|towidth\\)\\){\\([^}]+\\)"
(4 font-lock-variable-name-face))
("\\\\\\(bibliography\\|epsf\\(ig\\)?\\|in\\(clude\\(only\\)?\\|put\\)\\|psfig\\){\\([^}]+\\)"
(5 font-lock-builtin-face))
("\\\\\\(includegraphics\\*?\\|nofiles\\|usepackage\\)\\(\\[[^]]*\\]\\)?{\\([^}]+\\)"
(3 font-lock-builtin-face))
("^[ ]*\\\\def\\\\\\(\\(\\w\\|@\\)+\\)"
(1 font-lock-function-name-face))
("\\\\\\(eqref\\|label\\|pageref\\|ref\\|vref\\){\\([^}]+\\)"
(2 font-lock-constant-face))
("\\\\\\(c\\(aption\\|ite\\)\\|footnote\\(mark\\|text\\)?\\|glossary\\|index\\|nocite\\)\\(\\[[^]]*\\]\\)?{\\([^}]+\\)"
(5 font-lock-constant-face))
("\\\\\\(\\\\\\|allowdisplaybreaks\\|clear\\(doublepage\\|page\\)\\|displaybreak\\|enlargethispage\\|linebreak\\|n\\(ew\\(line\\|page\\)\\|o\\(linebreak\\|pagebreak\\)\\)\\|pagebreak\\)"
(0 font-lock-warning-face))
("\\\\\\([a-zA-Z@]+\\**\\|[^ ]\\)"
(0 font-lock-keyword-face))
("\\\\\\(b\\(f\\|oldsymbol\\)\\|pmb\\|text\\(bf\\|sc\\|up\\)\\){\\([^}]+\\)"
(4 (quote bold) keep))
("\\\\\\(emph\\|it\\|text\\(it\\|sl\\)\\){\\([^}]+\\)"
(3 (quote italic) keep))
("\\\\\\(text\\(md\\|rm\\|sf\\|tt\\)\\){\\([^}]+\\)"
(3 (quote bold-italic) keep))
("\\\\\\(\\(bf\\)\\|em\\|it\\|sl\\)\\>\\(\\([^}&\\]\\|\\\\[^\\]\\)+\\)"
(3 (if (match-beginning 2)
(quote bold) (quote italic)) keep))

("(\\(def\\(\\(advice\\|alias\\|generic\\|macro\\*?\\|method\\|setf\\|subst\\*?\\|un\\*?\\|ine-\\(condition\\|derived-mode\\|function\\|method-combination\\|setf-expander\\|skeleton\\|widget\\|\\(compiler\\|modify\\|symbol\\)-macro\\)\\)\\|\\(const\\(ant\\)?\\|custom\\|face\\|parameter\\|var\\)\\|\\(class\\|group\\|package\\|struct\\|type\\)\\)\\)\\>[ ’(]*\\(\\sw+\\)?"
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(1 font-lock-keyword-face)
(9 (cond ((match-beginning 3) font-lock-function-name-face)
((match-beginning 6) font-lock-variable-name-face)
(t font-lock-type-face)) nil t))

("^;;;###\\(autoload\\)\\>"
(1 font-lock-warning-face prepend))

("(\\(cond\\(ition-case\\)?\\|eval-\\(a\\(fter-load\\|nd-compile\\)\\|when\\(-compile\\)?\\)\\|i\\(f\\|nline\\)\\|l\\(ambda\\|et\\*?\\)\\|prog[*12nv]?\\|save-\\(current-buffer\\|excursion\\|match-data\\|restriction\\|selected-window\\|window-excursion\\)\\|track-mouse\\|unwind-protect\\|w\\(hile\\|ith-\\(current-buffer\\|electric-help\\|output-to-\\(string\\|temp-buffer\\)\\|t\\(emp-\\(buffer\\|file\\|message\\)\\|imeout\\)\\)\\)\\)\\>"
(1 font-lock-keyword-face))

("(\\(b\\(lock\\|reak\\)\\|c\\(ase\\|case\\|error\\|ompiler-let\\|typecase\\)\\|d\\(e\\(cla\\(im\\|re\\)\\|structuring-bind\\)\\|o\\(\\*\\|list\\|times\\)?\\)\\|e\\(case\\|typecase\\)\\|flet\\|handler-\\(bind\\|case\\)\\|i\\(gnore-errors\\|n-package\\)\\|l\\(abels\\|exical-let\\*?\\|o\\(cally\\|op\\)\\)\\|macrolet\\|proclaim\\|re\\(start-\\(bind\\|case\\)\\|turn\\(-from\\)?\\)\\|symbol-macrolet\\|t\\(agbody\\|he\\|ypecase\\)\\|unless\\|when\\)\\>"
(1 font-lock-keyword-face))

("(\\(catch\\|throw\\|featurep\\|provide\\|require\\)\\>[
’]*\\(\\sw+\\)?"
(1 font-lock-keyword-face)
(2 font-lock-constant-face nil t))

("(\\(abort\\|assert\\|error\\|signal\\)\\>"
(1 font-lock-warning-face))

("\\\\\\\\\\[\\(\\sw+\\)]"
(1 font-lock-constant-face prepend))

("‘\\(\\sw\\sw+\\)’"
(1 font-lock-constant-face prepend))

("\\<:\\sw\\sw+\\>"
(0 font-lock-builtin-face))

("\\<\\&\\sw+\\>" (0 font-lock-type-face))))

;Finally these keywords are used together in txlisp buffers along with
;txlisp’s own keywords.
(setq txlisp-keywords

(append txlisp-keywords txlisp-extra-keywords))

;txlisp-update-keywords is used to update txlisp-keywords. This is
;required when a user changes a value of one of the TXLisp tags in
;order to maintain correct syntax highlighting.
(defun txlisp-update-keywords (txlisp-keyword)
"Updates TXLisp keywords for TXLisp tags. In TXLisp keyword list

entries for tags are first four elements in the list and this function
replaces one of them. This function is supposed to be used after
changing a value of one of the TXLisp tags.
This function takes one argument KEYWORD. KEYWORD is a value

returned by one of the functions txlisp-conv-keywords-entry,
txlisp-eval-keywords-entry, txlisp-eval-print-keywords-entry or
lisp-eval-print-last-keywords-entry."
(condition-case nil

(progn
(setcar (cond ((equal txlisp-keyword (txlisp-conv-keywords-entry))

txlisp-keywords)
((equal txlisp-keyword (txlisp-eval-keywords-entry))
(cdr txlisp-keywords))

((equal txlisp-keyword (txlisp-eval-print-keywords-entry))
(cdr (cdr txlisp-keywords)))

((equal txlisp-keyword
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(txlisp-eval-print-last-keywords-entry))
(cdr (cdr (cdr txlisp-keywords))))
(t nil))

txlisp-keyword)
) ; progn

(error (message "Keyword entry not valid"))
) ; condition-case

) ; txlisp-update-keywords

;txlisp-conv-keywords-entry returns a correct value for conversion tags’
;keywords. This function is supposed to be used as an argument to
;txlisp-update-keywords function after changing either of the
;conversion tags.
(defun txlisp-conv-keywords-entry ()
"Returns the correct value of TXLisp conversion-tags entry for

txlisp-keywords. This function is supposed to be used together with
txlisp-update keywords."
(list (concat "\\(" txlisp-conv-begin-tag

"\\)\\|\\(" txlisp-conv-end-tag "\\)")
0 ’txlisp-conv-tag-face nil)
)

;txlisp-eval-keywords-entry returns a correct value for evaluation tags’
;keywords. This function is supposed to be used as an argument to
;txlisp-update-keywords function after changing either of the
;evaluation tags.
(defun txlisp-eval-keywords-entry ()
"Returns the correct value of TXLisp eval-tags entry for

txlisp-keywords. This function is supposed to be used together with
txlisp-update keywords."
(list (concat "\\(" txlisp-eval-begin-tag

"\\)\\|\\(" txlisp-eval-end-tag "\\)")
0 ’txlisp-eval-tag-face nil)
)

;txlisp-eval-print-keywords-entry returns a correct value for evaluate
;and print tags’
;keywords. This function is supposed to be used as an argument to
;txlisp-update-keywords function after changing either of the
;evaluate and print tags.
(defun txlisp-eval-print-keywords-entry ()
"Returns the correct value of TXLisp eval-print-tags entry for

txlisp-keywords. This function is supposed to be used together with
txlisp-update keywords."
(list (concat "\\(" txlisp-eval-print-begin-tag

"\\)\\|\\(" txlisp-eval-print-end-tag "\\)")
0 ’txlisp-eval-print-tag-face nil)
)

;txlisp-eval-print-last-keywords-entry returns a correct value for
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;evaluate and print last tags’
;keywords. This function is supposed to be used as an argument to
;txlisp-update-keywords function after changing either of the
;evaluate and print last tags.
(defun txlisp-eval-print-last-keywords-entry ()
"Returns the correct value of TXLisp eval-print-last-tags entry for

txlisp-keywords. This function is supposed to be used together with
txlisp-update keywords."
(list (concat "\\(" txlisp-eval-print-last-begin-tag

"\\)\\|\\(" txlisp-eval-print-last-end-tag "\\)")
0 ’txlisp-eval-print-last-tag-face nil)
)

(provide ’txlisp)
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Appendix C

TXLisp Overlay Minor
Mode Implementation

; File: txlisp-overlay.el
; Author: Seppo Sandberg
; Date: 21 April 2002
;
;This file is a part of author’s final year project and contains
;txlisp-overlay minor mode. In order to avoid duplication the minor
;mode uses some of the same search functions as txlisp major mode. That
;is why txlisp must be provided in order this minor mode to work.
;
;txlisp-overlay minor mode divides a buffer into segments by using
;overlays. The division is done according to segmentation rules of
;txlisp major mode. Effectively this divides a buffer into ’tex’ and
;’lisp’ segments. So what this minor mode does is that is defines an
;overlay size of a corresponding segment. Overlays are an emacs
;concept of defining display features for a specified region in a
;buffer. txlisp-overlay minor mode uses overlays to enable a user to
;either show or hide ’tex’ and ’lisp’ segments at will. This is to
;help a user to concentrate on information that is relevant for
;editing at any one time.
;
;In this files are defined in the following order functions to set up
;txlisp-overlay minor mode, a function to create new overlay when
;required, cursor movement functions to help moving between segments
;and functions to change invisibility property of overlays of a
;certain catergory.

;Since txlisp-overlay minor mode uses some of the same search functions
;as txlisp major mode, txlisp must be provided in order this minor mode
;to operate.
(require ’txlisp)
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;txlisp-overlay-mode stores information about a current state of the
;mode: whether it is turne on or off.
(defvar txlisp-overlay-mode nil
"Mode variable for TXLisp-Overlay minor-mode.")

;minor-mode-alist is a variable to store information about all minor
;modes available. When this file is loaded it is checked whether
;information about this minor mode is already stored in
;minor-mode-alist. In a case this information is missing the
;information is added to the variable.
(if (not (assq ’txlisp-overlay-mode minor-mode-alist))

(setq minor-mode-alist
(cons ’(txlisp-overlay-mode " TOver")

minor-mode-alist)))

;txlisp-overlay-mode either turns on or off the minor mode and also
;launches required set up and clean up functions. Setting up stage
;consists of making relevant key bindings, initialising variables,
;adding ’txlisp-overlay’ to after-change-functions and creating
;overlays to cover all segments in a current buffer. Key bindings
;assigned to prefix key ’C-t’ in a case current major mode is ’txlisp’
;otherwise prefix key ’C-c’ is used. Variables to be initialised are
;’txlisp-toggle-tex-overlays’ and ’txlisp-toggle-lisp-overlays’. These
;variables store information about current state of visibility of
;relevant segments. Adding ’txlisp-overlay’ to after-change-functions
;means that it will be called among other functions after every change
;made in a current buffer. In order to create required overlays
;’txlisp-turn-on-overlays’ is called. The functionality of the function
;will be explained later. Cleaning up consist of setting two above
;mentioned variables to nil, removing key bindings and removing
;’txlisp-overlay’ from after-change-functions and removing overlays.
(defun txlisp-overlay-mode (&optional arg)
"TXLisp-Overlay minor mode."
(interactive "P")
(make-local-variable ’txlisp-overlay-mode)
(setq txlisp-overlay-mode

(if (null arg)
(not txlisp-overlay-mode)

(> (prefix-numeric-value arg) 0)))
(make-local-hook ’after-change-functions)
(if txlisp-overlay-mode

(progn
(setq txlisp-toggle-tex-overlays t)
(setq txlisp-toggle-lisp-overlays t)
(make-local-variable ’txlisp-conv-begin-last-char)
(setq txlisp-conv-begin-last-char

(substring txlisp-conv-begin-tag
(- (length txlisp-conv-begin-tag) 1)))
(make-local-variable ’txlisp-eval-begin-last-char)
(setq txlisp-eval-begin-last-char
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(substring txlisp-eval-begin-tag
(- (length txlisp-eval-begin-tag) 1)))

(make-local-variable ’txlisp-eval-print-begin-last-char)
(setq txlisp-eval-print-begin-last-char

(substring txlisp-eval-print-begin-tag
(- (length txlisp-eval-print-begin-tag) 1)))

(make-local-variable ’txlisp-eval-print-last-begin-last-char)
(setq txlisp-eval-print-last-begin-last-char

(substring txlisp-eval-print-last-begin-tag
(- (length txlisp-eval-print-last-begin-tag) 1)))

(add-hook ’after-change-functions ’txlisp-overlay nil t)
(txlisp-turn-on-overlays)
(if (equal major-mode ’txlisp-mode)

(progn
(local-set-key "\C-t\C-y" ’txlisp-toggle-tex-overlays)
(local-set-key "\C-t\C-i" ’txlisp-toggle-lisp-overlays)
(local-set-key "\C-t\C-q" ’txlisp-backward-tex-overlay)
(local-set-key "\C-t\C-w" ’txlisp-forward-tex-overlay)
(local-set-key "\C-t\C-o" ’txlisp-backward-lisp-overlay)
(local-set-key "\C-t\C-p" ’txlisp-forward-lisp-overlay)
(local-set-key "\C-t\C-l" ’txlisp-forward-overlay)
(local-set-key "\C-t\C-m" ’txlisp-backward-overlay)
)

(progn
(local-set-key "\C-c\C-b" ’txlisp-overlay-mode)
(local-set-key "\C-c\C-y" ’txlisp-toggle-tex-overlays)
(local-set-key "\C-c\C-i" ’txlisp-toggle-lisp-overlays)
(local-set-key "\C-c\C-q" ’txlisp-forward-tex-overlay)
(local-set-key "\C-c\C-w" ’txlisp-backward-lisp-overlay)

(local-set-key "\C-c\C-o" ’txlisp-forward-lisp-overlay)
(local-set-key "\C-c\C-p" ’txlisp-backward-lisp-overlay)
(local-set-key "\C-c\C-l" ’txlisp-forward-overlay)
(local-set-key "\C-c\C-m" ’txlisp-backward-overlay)
)

)
; (message "TXLisp-Overlay-Mode turned on")
)

(progn
(setq txlisp-toggle-tex-overlays nil)
(setq txlisp-toggle-lisp-overlays nil)
(remove-hook ’after-change-functions ’txlisp-overlay t)
(txlisp-remove-overlays)
(if (equal major-mode ’txlisp-mode)

(progn
(local-unset-key "\C-t\C-y")
(local-unset-key "\C-t\C-i")
(local-unset-key "\C-t\C-q")
(local-unset-key "\C-t\C-w")
(local-unset-key "\C-t\C-o")
(local-unset-key "\C-t\C-p")
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(local-unset-key "\C-t\C-l")
(local-unset-key "\C-t\C-m")
)

(progn
(local-unset-key "\C-c\C-g")
(local-unset-key "\C-c\C-y")
(local-unset-key "\C-c\C-i")
(local-unset-key "\C-c\C-q")
(local-unset-key "\C-c\C-w")
(local-unset-key "\C-c\C-o")
(local-unset-key "\C-c\C-p")
(local-unset-key "\C-c\C-l")
(local-unset-key "\C-c\C-m")
)

)
; (message "TXLisp-Overlay-Mode turned off")

)
)

)

;txlisp-turn-on-overlays is the first step in creating overlays. It
;creates a one overlay to cover the whole buffer and sets it category
;to be ’tex’. Then the function calls ’txlisp-cover-segments’ which
;will effectively adjust this initial overlay by making ’holes’ to it
;in order to accommodate new overlays in between.
(defun txlisp-turn-on-overlays ()
(catch ’txlisp-error
(save-excursion
(beginning-of-buffer)
(make-overlay (point-min-marker)

(point-max-marker)
(current-buffer) nil nil)
(let ((base-overlay (car (overlays-in (point-min) (point-max)))))

(overlay-put base-overlay ’evaporate t)
(overlay-put base-overlay ’category ’tex)
(overlay-put base-overlay ’before-string "T")
(overlay-put base-overlay ’after-string "T"))

(txlisp-cover-segments)
) ; save-excursion

) ; catch
) ; txlisp-turn-on-overlays

;txlisp-cover-segments coordinates the process of creating new
;overlays. Essentially there are two possible cases: creating an
;overlay after a begin tag and creating an overlay after an end
;tag. ’txlisp-cover-segments’ will run as long as there are unprocessed
;tags in a buffer calling either ’txlisp-cover-after-begin-tag’ or
;’txlisp-cover-after-end-tag’ depending on a tag encountered.
(defun txlisp-cover-segments ()
"Converts a region to a valid Lisp function argument."
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(let ((txlisp-next))
(while (setq txlisp-next (txlisp-next-tag (point)))
(cond ((equal (car txlisp-next) ’cb) ; conv-begin
(txlisp-cover-after-begin-tag txlisp-conv-begin-tag ’ce t t t nil)
)
((equal (car txlisp-next) ’ce) ; conv-end
(txlisp-cover-after-end-tag txlisp-conv-end-tag)
)
((equal (car txlisp-next) ’eb) ; eval-begin
(txlisp-cover-after-begin-tag txlisp-eval-begin-tag ’ee nil t t t)
)
((equal (car txlisp-next) ’ee) ; eval-end
(txlisp-cover-after-end-tag txlisp-eval-end-tag)

)
((equal (car txlisp-next) ’epb) ; eval-print-begin
(txlisp-cover-after-begin-tag txlisp-eval-print-begin-tag

’epe t nil t t)
)

((equal (car txlisp-next) ’epe) ; eval-print-end
(txlisp-cover-after-end-tag txlisp-eval-print-end-tag)

)

((equal (car txlisp-next) ’eplb) ; eval-print-last-begin
(txlisp-cover-after-begin-tag txlisp-eval-print-last-begin-tag

’eple t t nil t)

)
((equal (car txlisp-next) ’eple) ; eval-print-last-end
(txlisp-cover-after-end-tag txlisp-eval-print-last-end-tag)
)
)
)

)
)

;txlisp-cover-after-begin-tag creates an overlay after a begin tag is
;found. The concept is very simple: since the whole buffer is covered
;by an overlay by default, the current overlay’s end is moved to a
;point where a new overlay should begin. If this would reduce
;overlay’s size to zero its begin is moved to where a new overlay is
;to end. This effectively opens a gap
;for a new overlay. If a begin tag is followed by a matching end tag
;the overlay is streched over the end tag as well. Otherwise, the end
;of the new overlay is set right before a following tag. Finally in a
;case original overlay was moved to precede the new overlay another
;overlay is made to reach from the end of the new overlay till the end
;of the current buffer.
(defun txlisp-cover-after-begin-tag (txlisp-current-tag

txlisp-matching-id txlisp-eval-flag
txlisp-eval-print-flag
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txlisp-eval-print-last-flag txlisp-conv-flag)
(condition-case txlisp-error-case

(let* ((txlisp-current-overlay)
(txlisp-current-start)
(txlisp-current-end)
(txlisp-new-begin (- (car (cdr txlisp-next))

(length txlisp-current-tag)))
(txlisp-new-end)
(txlisp-new-overlay)
(txlisp-following-tag))

(txlisp-find-tag txlisp-current-tag)
(setq txlisp-current-overlay (car (overlays-at (point))))
(setq txlisp-current-start (overlay-start txlisp-current-overlay))
(setq txlisp-current-end (overlay-end txlisp-current-overlay))
(setq txlisp-following-tag (txlisp-next-tag (point)))
(setq txlisp-new-end (car (cdr txlisp-following-tag)))
;if following tag matches current begin tag do this
(if (not (equal (car txlisp-following-tag) txlisp-matching-id))

(setq txlisp-new-end
(cond ((equal (car txlisp-following-tag) ’cb)

(- txlisp-new-end (length txlisp-conv-begin-tag)))
((and (equal txlisp-conv-flag t)

(equal (car txlisp-following-tag) ’ce))
(- txlisp-new-end (length txlisp-conv-end-tag)))
((equal (car txlisp-following-tag) ’eb)
(- txlisp-new-end (length txlisp-eval-begin-tag)))
((and (equal txlisp-eval-flag t)

(equal (car txlisp-following-tag) ’ee))
(- txlisp-new-end (length txlisp-eval-end-tag)))
((equal (car txlisp-following-tag) ’epb)
(- txlisp-new-end

(length txlisp-eval-print-begin-tag)))
((and (equal txlisp-eval-print-flag t)

(equal (car txlisp-following-tag) ’epe))
(- txlisp-new-end

(length txlisp-eval-print-end-tag)))
((equal (car txlisp-following-tag) ’eplb)
(- txlisp-new-end

(length txlisp-eval-print-last-begin-tag)))
((and (equal eval-print-last-flag t)

(equal (car txlisp-following-tag) ’eple))
(- txlisp-new-end

(length txlisp-eval-print-last-end-tag)))
(t (point-max))
) ; cond
) ; setq
) ; if

(if (equal txlisp-current-start txlisp-new-begin)
;If a new overlay begins from the beginning of a buffer do this
(progn
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;a new overlay covers a whole buffer remove the base
;overlay. Otherwise, move it behind the new overlay
(if (equal txlisp-new-end txlisp-current-end)

(delete-overlay txlisp-current-overlay)
(move-overlay txlisp-current-overlay txlisp-new-end

txlisp-current-end)
) ; if

(make-overlay (set-marker (make-marker) txlisp-new-begin)
(set-marker (make-marker) txlisp-new-end)
(current-buffer) nil nil)
) ; THEN-progn

;If a new overlay does not begin from the beginning of a buffer
;do this
(progn
(move-overlay txlisp-current-overlay txlisp-current-start

txlisp-new-begin)
(make-overlay (set-marker (make-marker) txlisp-new-begin)

(set-marker (make-marker) txlisp-new-end)
(current-buffer) nil nil)
;If a new overlay does not reach up till the end of a buffer
;create a new overlay to cover the buffer after the new
;overlay
(if (not (equal txlisp-new-end txlisp-current-end))

(make-overlay (set-marker (make-marker) txlisp-new-end)
(set-marker (make-marker)

txlisp-current-end)
(current-buffer) nil nil)
) ; if

(setq txlisp-current-overlay (car (overlays-at
(- txlisp-current-end 1))))

(overlay-put txlisp-current-overlay ’evaporate t)
(overlay-put txlisp-current-overlay ’category ’tex)
(overlay-put txlisp-current-overlay ’before-string "T")
(overlay-put txlisp-current-overlay ’after-string "T")
) ; ELSE-progn

)
(setq txlisp-new-overlay (car (overlays-at (- (point) 1))))
(overlay-put txlisp-new-overlay ’evaporate t)
(if (not txlisp-conv-flag)

(progn
(overlay-put txlisp-new-overlay ’category ’tex)
(overlay-put txlisp-new-overlay ’before-string "T")
(overlay-put txlisp-new-overlay ’after-string "T")
)

(progn
(overlay-put txlisp-new-overlay ’category ’lisp)
(overlay-put txlisp-new-overlay ’before-string "L")
(overlay-put txlisp-new-overlay ’after-string "L")
)

) ; if
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) ; let
(error (message (error-message-string txlisp-error-case))
(txlisp-overlay-mode)
(throw ’txlisp-error nil))
) ; condition-case

) ; txlisp-cover-after-begin-tag

;txlisp-cover-after-end-tag creates an overlay after an end tag is
;found. The concept is similar to ’txlisp-cover-after-begin-tag’s with
;the difference that an end tag is assumed to be preceded by a
;relevant overlay so the default overlay is simply pushed a bit
;further to open a gap for a new overlay. The category of a new
;overlay is decided by a following tag, i.e. conv-end tag yield ’tex’
;otherwise the category is ’lisp’. If an end tag is preceded by a
;begin tag, nothing is done.
(defun txlisp-cover-after-end-tag (txlisp-current-end-tag)
(condition-case txlisp-error-case

(let ((txlisp-current-overlay)
(txlisp-current-end)
(txlisp-current-category)
(txlisp-new-overlay)
(txlisp-new-end)
(txlisp-following-tag)
(txlisp-new-overlay))

(txlisp-find-tag txlisp-current-end-tag)
(setq txlisp-current-overlay (car (overlays-at (point))))
(setq txlisp-current-end (overlay-end txlisp-current-overlay))
(setq txlisp-following-tag (txlisp-next-tag (point)))
(setq txlisp-new-end (car (cdr txlisp-following-tag)))
(if (cond ((equal (car txlisp-following-tag) ’ce)

(setq txlisp-current-category ’tex)
)
((equal (car txlisp-following-tag) ’ee)
(setq txlisp-current-category ’lisp)
)
((equal (car txlisp-following-tag) ’epe)
(setq txlisp-current-category ’lisp)
)
((equal (car txlisp-following-tag) ’eple)
(setq txlisp-current-category ’lisp)
)
(t nil)
) ; cond
(progn
(if (equal txlisp-new-end txlisp-current-end)

(delete-overlay txlisp-current-overlay)
(move-overlay txlisp-current-overlay

txlisp-new-end txlisp-current-end)
)

(make-overlay (set-marker (make-marker) (point))
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(set-marker (make-marker) txlisp-new-end)
(current-buffer) nil nil)
(setq txlisp-new-overlay (car (overlays-at (+ (point) 1))))
(overlay-put txlisp-new-overlay ’evaporate t)
(overlay-put txlisp-new-overlay ’category txlisp-current-category)
(if (equal txlisp-current-category ’tex)

(progn
(overlay-put txlisp-new-overlay ’before-string "T")
(overlay-put txlisp-new-overlay ’after-string "T")
) ; THEN-progn

(progn
(overlay-put txlisp-new-overlay ’before-string "L")
(overlay-put txlisp-new-overlay ’after-string "L")
) ; ELSE-progn

) ; if
) ; THEN-progn

) ; if
nil
) ; let

(error (message (error-message-string txlisp-error-case))
(txlisp-overlay-mode)
(throw ’txlisp-error nil))
) ; condition-case

) ; txlisp-cover-after-end-tag

;txlisp-overlay is called after every change in a buffer. If a change
;is deletion or an insertion that does not end to a character ending
;one of the TXLisp tags, the function
;does nothing. However, when a character ending one of the tags is
;inserted, the function checks, if
;the insertion yielded one of the begin tags. If a tex-segment
;begin-tag is inserted inside a tex-segment or a lisp-segment
;begin-tag inside a lisp-segment the function does nothing. Otherwise,
;the function will create a new overlay in similar manner to
;’txlisp-cover-after-begin-tag.
(defun txlisp-overlay (txlisp-begin txlisp-end txlisp-changed-bytes)
(condition-case txlisp-error-case

(if (and (= txlisp-changed-bytes 0)
(or (equal (char-to-string (char-before))

txlisp-conv-begin-last-char)
(equal (char-to-string (char-before))
txlisp-eval-begin-last-char)
(equal (char-to-string (char-before))
txlisp-eval-print-begin-last-char)
(equal (char-to-string (char-before))
txlisp-eval-print-last-begin-last-char))

) ; and
(progn
(let ((txlisp-current-tag)

(txlisp-current-overlay)
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(txlisp-current-category (overlay-get
(car (overlays-at (point)))
’category))
(txlisp-current-start)
(txlisp-current-end)
(txlisp-new-overlay))

(if (cond ((and (equal (buffer-substring
(- (point) (length txlisp-eval-begin-tag))
(point))
txlisp-eval-begin-tag)
(equal txlisp-current-category ’tex))

(setq txlisp-current-tag txlisp-eval-begin-tag) t)
((and (equal (buffer-substring

(- (point)
(length txlisp-eval-print-begin-tag))

(point))
txlisp-eval-print-begin-tag)
(equal txlisp-current-category ’tex))

(setq txlisp-current-tag txlisp-eval-print-begin-tag) t)
((and (equal (buffer-substring

(- (point)
(length
txlisp-eval-print-last-begin-tag))

(point))
txlisp-eval-print-last-begin-tag)
(equal txlisp-current-category ’tex))

(setq txlisp-current-tag
txlisp-eval-print-last-begin-tag) t)

((and (equal (buffer-substring
(- (point)

(length txlisp-conv-begin-tag))
(point))
txlisp-conv-begin-tag)
(equal txlisp-current-category ’lisp))

(setq txlisp-current-tag txlisp-conv-begin-tag) t)
nil)
(progn
(insert " ")
(setq txlisp-current-overlay

(car (overlays-at (- (point) 1))))
(setq txlisp-current-start (overlay-start

txlisp-current-overlay))
(setq txlisp-current-end (overlay-end
txlisp-current-overlay))

(goto-char (- (point) 1))
(move-overlay txlisp-current-overlay txlisp-current-start

(- (point) (length txlisp-current-tag)))
(make-overlay (set-marker (make-marker)
(- (point) (length

txlisp-current-tag)))
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(set-marker (make-marker) (+ (point) 1))
(current-buffer) nil nil)
(make-overlay (set-marker (make-marker) (+ (point) 1))

(set-marker (make-marker) txlisp-current-end)
(current-buffer) nil nil)
(setq txlisp-current-overlay (car

(overlays-at
(- txlisp-current-end 1))))
(setq txlisp-new-overlay (car (overlays-at (point))))
(overlay-put txlisp-current-overlay ’evaporate t)
(overlay-put txlisp-new-overlay ’evaporate t)
(if (equal txlisp-current-category ’tex)

(progn
(overlay-put txlisp-current-overlay ’category ’tex)
(overlay-put txlisp-current-overlay

’before-string "T")
(overlay-put txlisp-current-overlay ’after-string "T")
(overlay-put txlisp-new-overlay ’category ’lisp)
(overlay-put txlisp-new-overlay ’before-string "L")
(overlay-put txlisp-new-overlay ’after-string "L"))

(progn
(overlay-put txlisp-current-overlay ’category ’lisp)
(overlay-put txlisp-current-overlay ’before-string "L")
(overlay-put txlisp-current-overlay ’after-string "L")
(overlay-put txlisp-new-overlay ’category ’tex)
(overlay-put txlisp-new-overlay ’before-string "T")
(overlay-put txlisp-new-overlay ’after-string "T"))

); if equal
) ;progn

) ;lisp if (equal
) ;let - prepares second if

) ;progn
) ; if and

nil
(error (message (error-message-string txlisp-error-case))

(txlisp-overlay-mode)
(throw ’txlisp-error nil))
) ; condition-case

) ; txlisp-overlay

;txlisp-forward-overlay moves the point to the beginnig of a following
;overlay, if a current overlay is followed by one.
(defun txlisp-forward-overlay ()

(interactive)
(let* ((txlisp-next-point (next-overlay-change (point)))

(txlisp-next-overlay (car (overlays-at txlisp-next-point))))
(if txlisp-next-overlay

(goto-char txlisp-next-point)
(message "No more segments")
) ; if
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) ; let
) ; txlisp-forward-overlay

;txlisp-backward-overlay moves the point to the end of a preceding
;overlay, if a current overlay is preceded by one.
(defun txlisp-backward-overlay ()
(interactive)
(let* ((txlisp-previous-point (previous-overlay-change (point)))

(txlisp-previous-overlay (car (overlays-at txlisp-previous-point))))
(if (and txlisp-previous-overlay
(> txlisp-previous-point 0))

(goto-char (previous-overlay-change (point)))
(message "No more segments")
) ; if

) ; let
) ; txlisp-backward-overlay

;txlisp-forward-tex-overlay moves the point to the beginning of next tex
;segment, if there is one.
(defun txlisp-forward-tex-overlay ()
(interactive)
(txlisp-move-categorised-overlay ’forward ’tex)
) ; txlisp-forward-tex-overlay

;txlisp-backward-tex-overlay moves the point to the end of a previous
;tex segment, if there is one.
(defun txlisp-backward-tex-overlay ()
(interactive)
(txlisp-move-categorised-overlay ’backward ’tex)
) ; txlisp-backward-tex-overlay

;txlisp-forward-lisp-overlay moves the point to the beginning of a next
;lisp segment, if there is one.
(defun txlisp-forward-lisp-overlay ()
(interactive)
(txlisp-move-categorised-overlay ’forward ’lisp)
) ; txlisp-forward-lisp-overlay

;txlisp-backward-lisp-overlay moves the point ot the end of a previous
;lisp segment, if there is one.
(defun txlisp-backward-lisp-overlay ()
(interactive)
(txlisp-move-categorised-overlay ’backward ’lisp)
)

;txlisp-move-categorised-overlay move the point to beginning of next
;segment of given category if direction is forward and to end of a
;previous segment of given category if direction is backward.
(defun txlisp-move-categorised-overlay (txlisp-direction txlisp-category)
(let ((txlisp-current-overlay (car (overlays-at (point))))
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(txlisp-begin (point))
(txlisp-found)
(txlisp-current-point))

(if txlisp-current-overlay
(progn
(while (not txlisp-found)
(if (equal txlisp-direction ’forward)

(setq txlisp-current-point (next-overlay-change (point)))
)

(if (equal txlisp-direction ’backward)
(setq txlisp-current-point

(previous-overlay-change (point)))
) ; if

(goto-char txlisp-current-point)
(setq txlisp-current-overlay (car (overlays-at (point))))
(if (and (> txlisp-current-point 1)
txlisp-current-overlay)

(if (equal (overlay-get txlisp-current-overlay
’category) txlisp-category)

(setq txlisp-found t)
) ; if

(progn
(goto-char txlisp-begin)
(setq txlisp-found "end")
) ; Else progn

) ; if
) ; while

) ; THEN progn
) ; if

(if (equal txlisp-found "end")
(message (concat "No more " (symbol-name txlisp-category) " segments"))

) ; if
) ; let

) ; txlisp-forward-tex-overlay

;txlisp-toggle-tex-overlay is an auxiliary variable used by a function
;of the same name to store the current state information.
(defvar txlisp-toggle-tex-overlays t
"Tex overlay visibility.")

;txlisp-toggle-tex-overlays toggle visibility of overlays of category
;’tex’. If overlays are made invisible their ’before’ and ’after’
;string are removed and restored when made visible again.
(defun txlisp-toggle-tex-overlays (&optional arg)
(interactive "P")
(setq txlisp-toggle-tex-overlays

(if (null arg)
(not txlisp-toggle-tex-overlays)

(> (prefix-numeric-value arg) 0)
) ; if
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) ; setq
(if txlisp-toggle-tex-overlays

(txlisp-change-overlay-visibility ’tex nil "T")
(txlisp-change-overlay-visibility ’tex t "")
) ; if

) ; txlisp-toggle-tex-overlays

;txlisp-toggle-lisp-overlay is an auxiliary variable used by a function
;of the same name to store the current state information.
(defvar txlisp-toggle-lisp-overlays t
"Lisp overlay visibility.")

;txlisp-toggle-lisp-overlays toggle visibility of overlays of category
;’lisp’. If overlays are made invisible their ’before’ and ’after’
;string are removed and restored when made visible again.
(defun txlisp-toggle-lisp-overlays (&optional arg)
(interactive "P")
(setq txlisp-toggle-lisp-overlays

(if (null arg)
(not txlisp-toggle-lisp-overlays)

(> (prefix-numeric-value arg) 0)
) ;if

) ;setq
(if txlisp-toggle-lisp-overlays

(txlisp-change-overlay-visibility ’lisp nil "L")
(txlisp-change-overlay-visibility ’lisp t "")
) ; if

) ; txlisp-toggle-lisp-overlays

;txlisp-change-overlay-visibility changes looks of overlays
;according to given category, visibility and ’before’ and ’after’
;strings. It reads all the overlays into a list and checks every
;element in the list against given category. If the category matches
;then given values are applied to an overlay.
(defun txlisp-change-overlay-visibility (txlisp-category txlisp-invisibility

txlisp-delim-string)
(let ((txlisp-overlays (overlays-in (point-min) (point-max)))

(txlisp-current-overlay))
(while (not (equal (car txlisp-overlays) nil))
(if (equal (overlay-get (car txlisp-overlays) ’category) txlisp-category)

(progn
(setq txlisp-current-overlay (car txlisp-overlays))
(overlay-put txlisp-current-overlay ’invisible txlisp-invisibility)
(overlay-put txlisp-current-overlay ’before-string

txlisp-delim-string)
(overlay-put txlisp-current-overlay ’after-string

txlisp-delim-string)
) ; progn

) ; if
(setq txlisp-overlays (cdr txlisp-overlays))
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) ; while
nil
) ; let

) ; txlisp-change-overlay-visibility

;txlisp-remove-overlays removes all the overlays from a current buffer.
(defun txlisp-remove-overlays ()
(let ((overlays (overlays-in (point-min) (point-max))))

(while (not (equal (car overlays) nil))
(delete-overlay (car overlays))
(setq overlays (cdr overlays))
) ; while

) ; let
) ; txlisp-remove-overlays

(provide ’txlisp-overlay)


